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ABSTRACT

It has been 23 years since it was learned that coronavirus subgenomic
messenger RNAs are unusual among virus messenger RNAs in that they are 5' and 3'
co-terminal with the plus-strand RNA viral genome. Although it is generally agreed
that the co-terminal structure is the result of a discontinuous transcription process
whereby the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) jumps in a high-frequency
(sequence) similarity-assisted manner (resembling copy-choice recombination) from
a donor to an acceptor RNA strand, it is not known what mechanisms direct the Rd.Rp
to jump. Here, with the use ofa bovine coronavirus minireplicon (a defective
interfering RNA), it is documented that (1) group 2 coronavirus RNA replication
signals recognized by the viral RdRps (among six group 2 coronaviruses studied) are
common whereas the transcription signals directing discontinuous transcription are
not, (2) a 22-nt region ofsequence identity is sufficient to direct the RdRp to jump
from the positive-strand minireplicon donor to the positive-strand virus genome
acceptor as long as it occurs within the precisely restricted window ofnts 33 to 97
within the 5'-proximal region ofthe 31032-nt genome, (3) a 22-nt region of sequence
identity is sufficient to direct the RdRp to jump from the positive-strand minireplicon
donor to the virus negative-strand antigenome as long as it occurs within the precisely
restricted window ofnts 35 to 123 from the 3' end of the antigenome, and (4) the 22nt region of sequence identity can dire.ct the RdRp jump to yield a subgenomic
messenger RNA with a leader as short as 33 nt, but no shorter. These results show
iv

that specific RNA structural elements direct the RdRp jump during the required
intermolecular recombination events (i.e. discontinuous transcription) in the process
of coronavirus replication. Rational drug designs for interrupting these elements may
lead to therapeutic molecules for treating coronavirus infection, including infection
by the SARS coronavirus which to date appears to be a group 2 member.
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CHAPTER I. LITERATURE REVIEW

BACKGROUND

Coronaviruses and coronavirus diseases. Coronaviruses are common contagious
pathogens of humans and animals causing widespread costly acute respiratory and
gastroenteric diseases. In humans they have been associated with respiratory disease
(common cold) (Holmes and Lai, 1996; McKnight and Lemon, 1998), and diarrhea
(Zhang et al., 1994b). In infants and young children, coronavirus-induced respira�ory
illness has been described as a signifkant factor in exacerbations of asthma and other
chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (Gill et al., 1994). More recently, they have
been shown to be the cause of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) (Drosten et
al., 2003; Ksiazek et al., 2003). Coronaviruses in animals cause acute diseases of the
respiratory and gastroenteric tracts, the brain and spinal chord, liver, kidney,
reproductive tract, peritoneum, and eyes (Murphy et al., 1999). In some of these,
young animal mortality rates approach 100% (Murphy et al., 1999).
Coronaviruses along with arteriviruses, toroviruses, and okaviruses are the family
members of the Nidovirus order of single-stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses (Fig.
1.1 ). The Nidovirales families differ markedly in genome size, virion architecture and
host range, yet, their common ancestry is evident from similarities in sequence in the
replicase proteins and from similarities in genome organization, gene order and
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Fig. 1 .1 Scale representation of archetypal Nidovirales genomes. The 5' ends of ORF
1 b have been aligned. ORFs are represented by boxes. The coding assignments are
also indicated. The arrow indicates the position of the pseudoknot structures required
for translational read-through of ORF 1 b. The 5' leader sequences are depicted by a
small black box. Poly (A ) tails are indicated by An. Redrawn from de Vries et al.,
1 997.
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replication strategy (Fig. 1.1) (de Vries et al., 1997; Gill et al., 1994; Snijder et al.,
1993). Toroviruses and coronaviruses, because of their close evolutionary relationship
(Snijder et al., 1990b), have been united taxonomically in the family Coronaviridae as
separate genera (Cavanagh et al., 1993). The more distantly related arteriviruses and
okaviruses (Cowley et al., 2000; den Boon et al., 1991) are assigned to the
monogeneric families Arterivirdae and Roniviridae, respectively.
The coronavirus genus in the family Coronaviridae has been divided into three
groups (Fig. 1.2), initially on the basis of serologic relatedness but more recently on
the basis of genome sequence similarities (Cavanagh, 1997; Lai and Cavanagh, 1997).
The recently descibed human severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus
originally appeared not to fall precisely into any of those groups (Marra et al., 2003;
Rota et al., 2003) but a recent analysis places it in group 2 (Snijder et al., 2003).
Members of group 1 share identity with the porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus
(TGEV) (Enjuanes et al., 2000) and include TGEV (and strain porcine respiratory
coronavirus [PRCoV]), canine coronavirus (CCoV), feline coronavirus (FECoV) (and
strain feline infectious peritonitis virus [FIPV]), human respiratory coronavirus-229E
(HcoV-229E), and porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV). Members of group 2
share identity with mouse hepatitis coronavirus (MHV) and include bovine
coronavirus (BCoV), human respiratory coronavirus-OC43 (HCo V-OC43), porcine
hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis coronavirus (HEV), rat coronavirus (RtCoV)
(and strain sialodacryoadenitis coronavirus [SDAV]) (Enjuanes et al., 2000). Members
of group 3 share identity with the avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) and include

3

Fig 1.2 Genome structure of three subgroups in the
coronavirus genus. Six out of seven sequenced species of
coronaviruses are represented from the data in the
GeneBank. Maps are drawn to approximate scale and
species are shown in decreasing order of size within each
of the three subgroups. For gene 1 (ORFs la and lb) the
predicted protease cleavage sites are indicated by numbers
· and domains of known or predicted function are shaded
and identified (PL, papain-like protease; 3CL, poliovirus
3 C-like protease; Z, zinc finger (mental-binding) domain;
Hel, helicase domain; C, conserved sequence domain).
Gene 2-8 (or 9) are identified by their transcript name (la,
lb, etc.) or the abbreviated name of the protein product (S,
spike; E, envelope; M, me�brane; N, nucleocapsid; HP,
hydrophobic protein; HE, hemagglutinin-esterase; I,
internal). Reprinted from Brian and Barie, 2003, with
permission.
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IBV and the turkey enteric coronavirus (TCoV) (Enjuanes et al., 2000; Guy, 2000).
Coronaviruses likely to become officially classified as group 2 members on the basis
of antigenic relatedness and genome sequence similarities include human enteric
coronavirus-4408 (HECoV-4408) (Zhang et al., 1994b), Puffinosis virus (PV)
(Klausegger et al., 1999), and equine enteric coronavirus (ECoV) (Guy et al., 2000).

Genome properties and organization. For all nidoviruses, the 5'-most two-thirds
ofthe genome are taken up by the replicase polyprotein gene (Fig.1.3). The 3'-most
one-third ofthe genome contains multiple smaller genes encoding mostly structural
proteins which are expressed from a nested set ofsubgenomic mRNAs. These RNAs
are synthesized in different but constant molar ratios in infected cells. The smallest
RNA contains only the 3'-terminal ORF ofthe genome, while each next larger RNA
contains one additional ORF. Therefore, all subgenoinic mRNAs, except the smallest
species, are structurally polycistronic. For the most part, only the 5'-most ORF of
each subgenomic mRNA is translated making the subgenomic mRNA usually
functionlly monocistronic. Examples ofinternal ribosomal entry or of downstream
reinitiation oftranslation on coronavirus mRNAs include TGEV ORF 3b (O'Connor
and Brian, 2000), avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) ORF 3b (Liu and Inglis,
1992), mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) ORF 5b (the E protein) (Thiel and Siddell, 1994),
and BCoV I protein (Senanayake and Brian, 1997). It is postulated that the N gene
may also be translated by internal ribosome entry on the viral genome (Senanayake
and Brian, 1997; Senanayake et al., 1992). Subgenomic mRNA synthesis is initiated
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Fig. 1 .3 Schematic diagram of the genome organization and expression of
BCoV. The region of the genome specifying the leader sequences (a
stippled box), the replicase gene (ORF 1 a and ORF 1 b) and the structural
. genes are indicated. The nested set of BCo V mRNAs (genome and
sgtnRNA 2-7) is depicted below. The black boxes in the genomic RNA
indicate the positions of the intergenic sequences.
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at a consensus sequence immediately upstream of the ORF to become 5'-terminal on
the subgenomic mRNA. In coronaviruses this sequence is usually located between the
ORFs on the genome, and has been termed the intergenic sequence (IS). In the case of
arteriviruses, however, this consensus sequence often lies within the immediate
upstream ORF and is called the transcription regulating sequence (TRS). One of the
most intriguing features of coronaviral and arteriviral subgenomic mRNAs is that the
subgenomic mRNAs are chimeric molecules on which both the 3' and 5' ends are
coterminal with the genome. That is, they all possess a 5' common leader sequence
derived from the 5' terminus of the virus genome. The length of the leader in
coronaviruses is 65-90 nt depending on the coronavirus species (Lai and Cavanagh,
1997). In arteriviruses, the leader is 170-211 nt in length (Snijder and Meulenberg,
1998). Interestingly, in toroviruses (members of the coronaviridae family)
subgenomic mRNAs 3, 4, and 5 lack a leader sequence altogether whereas
subgenomic mRNA 2 contains a leader identical to the 5'-terminal 18 nts of the
genome (van Vliet et al., 2002). This feature of toroviruses has been interpreted to
mean that toroviruses utilize both continuous and discontinuous transcription to
produce a full set of sub genomic mRNAs. The Gill-associated okavirus (member of
the Roniviridae family) apparently does not have leader sequences attached to
subgenomic mRNAs (Cowley et al., 2002). In the case of the Gill-associated okavirus
the sequence of subgenomic mRNAs appears continuous on the genome and are not
separated by intergenic sequences.

8

Genome replication and translation. The entry of coronavirus into the host cell
probably occurs by endocytosis mediated by the binding of the viral spike protein with
its specific receptor on the surface of the host cell (Holmes et al., 1993). In BCoV
spike (S) and hemagglutinating-esterase (HE) proteins may both be involved in virus
binding to the target cell as suggested by the finding that Mabs against S and HE
proteins affect BCoV infectivity (Deregt and Babiuk, 1987; Deregt et al., 1989;
Yokomori et al., 1992). The receptor protein on the cell surface for BCoV attachment
is a 9-O-acetylated neuraminic acid (Popova and Zhang, 2002; Schultze and Herrler,
1993; Schultze and Herrler, 1994 ).
The genome of the positive-stranded RNA virus fulfills a dual role in both storage
and expression of genetic information. Thus, the reproduction of the coronavirus
genome RNA is a combined process of genome replication and mRNA synthesis. For
simplicity, we will use the terms "replication" for the process of genome synthesis and
"transcription" for the generation of the subgenomic mRNAs. The coronavirus
replication cycle starts with the expression of the replicase gene by translation from
the incoming genome (Fig. 1.4 ). Initially, the 5' most open reading frame, ORF 1 a and
1b, is translated into polyproteins 1a and 1 ab which are then cleaved during
translation to yield the papain-like and poliovirus 3C-like proteases, a helicase, a viral
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and a variety of other proteins of unknown
function. The viral Rd.Rp then utilizes the genomic positive-strand RNA as a template
to synthesize a full-length minus-strand copy of the genome (the antigenome). The
minus-strand RNA, in turn, serves as a template on which the positive-strand RNA

9

Coronavirus Replication Scheme

Proteins
2-+NS2

Adapledfrom K l-kllmes and M. Lai, FIEids Vlldcgy, 1006
Selma, � Brial 1989 PNA.S 86:5626

Fig. 1 .4 Schematic depiction of the coronavirus replication cycle.
After entry of the virus into the host cell, the 5 ' most ORF is
translated into polymerase and a variety of nonstructural proteins.
These are utilized to synthesize full-length minus-strand genomic
RNA with the use of plus-strand genomic RNA as a template. The
synthesized minus-strand genomic RNA, in tum, serves as a
template for the generation of full -length plus-strand genomic RNA.
A nested set of subgenomic minus-strand molecules (antimRNAs)
are made from which a nested set of subgenomic mRNAs is
synthesized The structural proteins are translated from the
subgenomic mRNAs. Assembly of genomic RNA and structural
proteins occurs by budding into the endoplasmic reticulum and
Golgi apparatus and the viral particle then transported to the surface
of the cell by the secretory pathway. Adapted from Holmes and Lai,
Fields Virology, 1 996.
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genome is generated. In coronaviruses, the replication is is highly asymmetric since
approximately 100 positive strands are produced for every negative strand (Ho:fi:nann
et al., 1990). At the same time, the viral polymerase is used for synthesis of a nested
set of subgenomic mRNAs from which the (mostly structural) genes in the 3 'end of the
genome are expressed. Finally, assembly of genomic RNA and structural proteins to
produce the virion occurs by budding into the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi
apparatus, and the virus particle is transported to the surface of the cell by the secretory
pathway (Lai and Cavanagh, 1997).

Coronavirus defective interfering (DD RNAs. Naturally occurring coronavirus
DI RNAs from few species of coronaviruses have been found and extensively used to
study mechanisms of coronavirus RNA replication and transcription. These include
DI RNAs foi- MHV (Makino et al., 1987; Makino and Lai, 1989; Makino et al., 1988;
van der Most et al., 1994), BCoV (Chang and Brian, 1996; Chang et al., 1994; Chang
et al., 1996), TGEV (Mendez et al., 1996) and IBV (Penzes et al., 1996).
The DI RNAs range in size from 2.2 kb for BCoV to approximately 25 kb, or
close to the full length of the parental virus genome of nearly 30 kb for TGEV. A
survey of all coronavirus DI RNA structures (a total of fourteen have so far been
described) suggests that all contain the genomic 5 ' and 3 ' termini (Brian and Barie,
2003). Shown in Fig. 1 .5 , for example, is the structure of the BCoV DI RNA relative
to the BCoV genome. The BCoV DI RNA is 2.2 kb in length and is comprised of the 5 '
UTR, the 5 ' proximal part of polymerase gene ORF 1 a, the N gene, and the 3 ' UTR.
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The most likely mechanism for the origin of DI RNAs is template strand switching by
the RNA polymerase from a donor template to an acceptor template of the same
polarity during replication of a virus genome (Furuya et al., 1993). However, it is
unclear whether this jump occurs during plus-strand or minus-strand synthesis. From
the classification of copy choice recombination patterns (Lai, 1992), generation of DI
RNA molecules, in general, must happen by nonhomologous recombination. That is,
the switch between templates would take place between regions of the genome that
demonstrate little or no sequence similarity. However, in the microenvironment of the
recombination site short regions of sequence identity (i.e., less than 10 nts in length)
might play a role in the mechanism of RdRp strand switching (Brian and Spaan, 1997).
Many coronavirus DI RNAs appear to have the ability to competitively inhibit
parental virus genome replication and to show a numerical abundance inversely
related to that of the helper virus genome (Brian and Spaan, 1997). Many (Chang. et al.,
1996; de Groot et al., 1992; Furuya et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1993b; Lai, 1995; van
Marie et al., 1995a; van Marie et al., 1995b), but not all (de Groot et al., 1992; Kim et
al., 1993b; Lai, 1995; Liao and Lai, 1995; Penzes et al., 1996) have a requirement for
translation in cis for replication. An unusal property of some large coronavirus DI
RNAs appears to be their ability to replicate without the aid of helper virus (Adami et
al., 1995; Kim and Makino, 1995). These DI RNA molecules would, therefore,
behave as replicons and have the capacity to replicate continuously in infected cells
and express proteins that might contribute to a disease process. The persistence of
replicating coronaviral RNA without infectious particle production in the encephalitic
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mouse brain (Adami et al., 1 995) might be an example of this phenomenon.
DI RNAs are manipulable systems with which the mechanism of replication and
transcription can be examined. In BCoV, for example, a cloned naturally occurring DI
RNA is being used for the identification and characterization of cis-acting elements for
replication (Chang and Brian, 1 996; Chang et al., 1994; Chang et al., 1 996; Raman et
al., 2003 ; Williams et al., 1 999) and transcription (Ozdarendeli et al., 200 1). For
transcription, it has been learned that the intergenic sequence UCUAAAC or its
variants with differing lengths of flanking sequences can be placed within the 5' UTR
(Zhang and Lai, 1996), the ORF (Jeong et al., 1996; Joo and Makino, 1 992; Makino
and Joo, 1 993 ; Ozdarendeli et al., 2001 ; van Marle et al., 1 995a; van Marle et al.,
1 995b; Zhang and Lai, 1 995b) or the 3 ' UTR (van Marle et al., 1 995a) of the DI RNA
and generate subgenomic mRNA.

Two models of discontinuous transcription in coronaviruses. One of the most
interesting questions emerging from the studies of nidoviral subgenomic mRNA
synthesis is how the "leader" sequence becomes attached to the "body" of sub genomic
mRNAs. Although there is general agreement that corona- and arteriviral mRNA
synthesis involves discontinuous transcription, the models for the actual mechanism
are still the subj ects of debate (Brian and Spaan, 1 997). The two major models of
discontinuous transcription are described below:
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Model 1 : Leader acquisition duringplus-strand subgenomic mRNA synthesis (i.e.,
leader-primed transcription). The observations giving rise to the leader-primed

transcription model for coronaviruses were that (1) the ISs were observed to be nearly
identical to each other and to the 3 ' end of the genomic leader sequence (Budzilowicz
et al., 1 985) and (2) only genome length minus strands were found in
coronavirus-infected cells (Lai et al., 1982). In this model (Fig. 1 .6), the fusion of
non-continuous sequences occurs during (+) strand synthesis and was proposed to
involve a " free leader". The free leader (80 to 140 nt in length) was proposed to be
transcribed from the 3 ' end of a genome-sized, minus-strand RNA template. In this
model, the free leader dissociates from the minus-strand RNA template and anneals
internally to the complementary IS regions on the minus-strand RNA template (Barie
et al. , 1 987a; Barie et al., 1 987b; Barie et al., 1 983 ; Barie et al., 1 985; Lai et al., 1 982).
A postulated 3 '->5 ' exonnuclease would trim the primer down to size (72 nt in MHV)
(Barie et al., 1 987a) and the trimed primer would be elongated to synthesize the
positive-strand sgmRNA.
Several pieces of experimental data were thought to support this model: (1)
Several leader-containing positive-strand RNAs of approximately 80- 140 nts were
detected in the MHV-infected cells (Barie et al., 1 985). (2) During mixed infections
with two different MHV strains, as many as 40-50% of the subgenomic mRNAs from
one parent would contain the leader sequence of the other parent (Makino et al., 1 986).
(3) In an in vitro transcription system utilizing cytoplasmic extracts from
MHV-infected cells, exogenously added leader RNAs can be used for sgmRNA
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Fig. 1 .6 Transcription models illustrating the discontinuous
step during sgmRNA synthesis. A. Model for leader
primed transcription. This model postulates that leader,
synthesized from the 3' end of genome minus-strand RNA ,
becomes translocated to the intergenic priming site on virus
genome minus strand to prime transcription. B. Models for
leader acquisition during minus-strand mRNA synthesis.
This model postulates that the polymerase is attenuated at
the IS on one genome plus-strand RNA during synthesis of
the subgenomic minus-strand RNA template and switches
to another plus-strand leader template to complete synthesis
of the sub genomic minus-strand RNA template. The
subgenomic minus strand then serves as a template for
subgenomic plus-strand RNA synthesis.
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synthesis (Baker and Lai, 1990). These results, however, were placed into doubt later
and it was proposed that the synthetic leader transcripts did not actually prime
transcription but were rather templates for RNA recombination (van der Most and
spaan, 1 995). Such recombination between a synthetic transcript and endogenous
viral sequences was indeed documented for MHV {Liao and Lai, 1 992).

Model 2: Leader acquisition during subgenomic mRNA minus-strand synthesis.

The discovery of genomic- and subgenomic-length negative strands in the cells
infected with the coronavirus TGEV (transmissible gastroenteritis virus) (Sethna et al.,
1 989) and BCoV (bovine coronavirus) (Hofmann et al., 1 990) led to an alternative
model to explain the discontinuous step during coronavirus transcription (Sawicki and
Sawicki, 1 990; Sawicki and Sawicki, 1995; Sawicki and Sawicki,. 1998; Sethna et al.,
1989). The main prediction of this model is that the discontinuous step in subgenomic
mRNA synthesis takes place during minus strand synthesis. In this model (Fig. 1 .6),
the RdRp begins to synthesize the negative-strand RNA from the 3' end of the
positive-strand genome template and when it encounters an intergenic sequence (IS) it
pauses, disassociates from the positive template along with the nascent minus-strand
RNA , and then reassociates with another positive-strand template at the 5' end of the
genome to complete the synthesis of a subgenome-length negative strand. The RdRp
then uses the newly synthesized subgenome-length negative strand for synthesizing
sgmRNA. Thus, this model has two major differences from the leader-priming model:
(1 ) sgmRNAs are synthesized by using subgenomic (not genomic) negative strands as
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templates, and (2) the discontinuous step takes place during negative (not positive)
strand synthesis. The view that discontinuous transcription occurs during
minus-strand synthesis is supported by the following experimental evidences: (1) By
using Northern blot analysis with strand-specific oligonucleotide probes, both
genomic- and subgenomic-length negative-strand RNAs are obtained in the cells
infected with TGEV and BCoV (Hofmann et al., 1990; Sethna et al., 1 989). (2) In DI
RNA systems, when multiple ISs were present, the 3 '-proximal IS elements had higher
transcription efficiencies (Krishnan et al., 1996; Ozdarendeli et al., 200 1 ; van der Most
and Spaan, 1995 ; van Marle et al., 1 995a). (3) With kinetic labeling experiments it
was documented that the subgenome-length Rls (replicative intermediates) and RFs
(replicative forms) rapidly saturate with label and accumulate, just as those of the
full-length genome (Sawicki et al., 2001 ; Yount et al., 2000). Moreover, when
minus-strand synthesis was inhibited by cycloheximide treament, previously
transcribed minus strands remained in transcriptionlly active complexes (Barie and
Yount, 2000). This suggested that the sgrnRNA minus strands are the principal
mediators of sgrnRNA plus-strand synthesis.

Factors directing subgenomic m.RNA synthesis. Fundamental to both models of
discontinuous transcription is the question of what directs the RdRp to undergo the
copy choice strand transfer. It was noted early on that a heptameric IS (for example,
UCUAAAC in BCoV and 1\ffiV, ACUAAAC in TGEV, and CUUAACA in IBV)
found in the genome near the transcription start site of each sgrnRNA was also found
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just downstream of the genomic leader sequence at the 5 ' end of the genome and that
the plus strand of one could potentially base pair with the minus of the other (Barie and
Yount, 2000; Budzilowicz et al., 1985; Spaan et al., 1983). This led to the notion that
base pairing within the IS was a mechanistic feature of the discontinuous step in
coronavirus transcription. However, there are more than 20 sequences resembling the
UCUAAAC sequence in the MHV genome which are nonfunctional as IS in the
natural situation. It is clear, therefore, that additional factors or structural elements that
influence sgmRNA synthesis must be present and function in vivo either in cis or in
trans. These findings have prompted a large number of studies aimed at determining

such factors. These factors are discussed below.

1. Base pairing between the leader and the body intergenic sequences. The

requirement for base pairing during transcription has been recently formally proven
for arteriviruses by experiments wherein base pairing was fully manipulated in an
infectious full-length virus genomic clone (Pasternak et al., 2000; Pasternak et al.,
2001). The results in arteriviruses provided persuasive evidence that leader-body
fusion between leader (on the plus strand) and the body (on the minus strand) TRS
involved a base-pairing step during the synthesis of minus-strand RNA. This process,
therefore, resembled similarity-assisted copy-choice RNA recombination. Base
pairing is therefore an essential part of the leader-body fusion mechanism.
Since base pairing is crucial in sgmRNA synthesis, the question arises as to
whether the extent of the base pairing between the leader and the body ISs determines
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transcription levels. The extent of potential base pairing between the leader and six
body ISs in MHV ranges from 7 to 1 8 nt_ (Budzilowicz et al., 1 985; Konings et al.,
1988; Pasternak et al., 200 1 ; Shieh et al., 1987). In vivo the individual sgmRNAs are
produced in differing amounts and sgrnRNA abundance correlates with the size of the
potential duplex that can be formed between the leader and the body ISs. This has led
to the speculation that the transcription might be regulated by the extent of base pairing
(Shieh et al., 1 987). This hypothesis was modified when it was learned that other
factors play a role, too. In the studies of van der Most et al. , 1 994, intergenic
sequences of sgmRNA 3 (with an identity sequence of 1 0 nts) and sgrnRNA 7 (with an
identity sequence of 1 7 nts) were inserted into MHV DI RNA. Similar levels from the
two ISs were detected, suggesting that the extent of base pairing does not regulate
sgmRNA synthesis. However, when mutations which decrease the base pairing were
introduced the efficiency of sgrnRNA synthesis from the 1 0-nt IS is decreased more
than that from the 1 7-nt IS, indicating that successful sgmRNA synthesis requires a
leader-body IS duplex of minimal stability. Once this condition is met, extending the
level of base pairing does not increase the rate ofre-initiation (Brierley et al., 1987;
van der Most et al., 1994).

2. Nonconforming but functional intergenic sequences. The heptameric IS of

MHV sgmRNA 7, UCUAAAC, is sufficient to initiate sgmRNA synthesis ·when
introduced into DI RNA although the sgrnRNA levels from the heptamer were lower
than those from the whole 1 8-nt MHV IS sequence for gene 7 (that is, the UCUAAAC
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plus 11 nts of flanking sequence) (Makino and Joo, 1993; van der Most and Spaan,
1995). Deletion within the core sequence completely abolished sgmRNA synthesis
(Makino et al., 1991) while most single-nucleotide mutations within the heptamer
were tolerated (Joo and Makino, 1992; van der Most et al., 1994). Interestingly, some
IS sequences found to be inactive in the MHV genome behaved as functional
transcripton signals in the DI RNA, suggesting that factors are context dependent.
It has been shown that leader-body fusion can occur either randomly within a
defined region rather than at a specific IS (Fischer et al., 1997; Zhang and Lai, 1994) or
cati utlize sequences that differ from the consensus IS (de Vries et al., 2001; den Boon
et al., 1996; Hofmann et al., 1993; Zhang and Liu, 2000). What determines such an
unusual site for sgmRNA synthesis is unclear. In any case, the consensus IS seems not
to be an absolute condition for leader-body fusion.

3. Sequences flanking the body IS and 3 ' UTR. The role of the flanking

sequences in coronaviral sgmRNA synthesis has been extensively studied in DI RNA
systems. Insertion of a 12 nt-long sequence including the UCUAAAC at the different
locations of the DI RNA resulted in different efficiencies of sgmRNA synthesis
suggesting that these differences were defined by the sequences that flanked the 12nt
sequence (Jeong et al., 1996). In addition, naturally occurring flanking sequences of
RNA 7 IS, but not of RNAs 2 and 3 ISs, contained a transcription suppressive
element(s) and each of the three natural flanking sequences of an MHV IS from gene 1
also contained transcription suppressive element(s) (Jeong et al., 1996). The
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suppressive effect of certain (but not all) flanking sequences could be counteracted by
altering the IS. Thus, the combination of IS and flanking sequences affected
transcription efficiency.
The effects of the flanking sequences on the efficiency of sgrnRNA synthesis
were recently investigated in the context of the full-length MHV genome, following
targeted recombination method of insertion (Hsue and Masters, 1999; Jeong and
Makino, 1992). In this study, the sgrnRNA 7 IS was eight times less active ectopically
than in its natural position indicating that the overall sequence or secondary RNA
structure context of the IS might be important for its activity.
Deletion studies in an MHV DI system have mapped the 3 ' terminal 305
nucleotides of the MHV genome as a necessary sequence for sgrnRNA synthesis
(Hsue and Masters, 1998; Lin et al., 1996). This finding was surprising since in an
· earlier report by the same authors only the 3' terminal 5 5 nucleotides were required for
initiation of negative-strand synthesis (Lin et al., 1994). These results suggest that
cis-acting signals for transcription and replication might overlap and be terminally
located on the genome.

4. Secondary structure ofthe leader and body IS region. The role of secondary

structures in the leader and body ISs and their flanking regions remains unclear.
Initially, regions of secondary structure were envisioned to serve as polymerase
pausing signals during transcription (Barie et al., 1987a; Konings et al., 1988). Later,
secondary structure regions were predicted as binding sites for host proteins (Hwang
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and Brinton, 1998; Yu and Leibowitz, 1995a; Yu and Leibowitz, 1995b). However,
mutations in BCoV DI RNA predicted to alter secondary structure and IS activity did
not result in dramatic changes in sgmRNA synthesis (Ozdarendeli et al., 2001 ). Thus,
the role of secondary structures of the body IS needs to be elucidated. Regarding the
function of secondary structures in the genomic leader region in sgmRNA synthesis, a
systematic and extensive study suggested two stem-loop structures in the 5 '-proximal
leader region of the BCoV genome may be important for s gmRNA synthesis (Chang et
al., 1994; Chang et al., 1996). These structures were shown to be important in leader
switching during BCoV DI RNA replication. The leader IS UAUAAAC is located in
the loop of the prominent stem-loop II and thus is readily available for intra- or
intermolecular interactions with the complementary body IS in the minus strand. This
interaction resembles the antisense RNA-regulated control found b�tween
single-stranded tails and hairpin loops (Gerdes et al., 1997). More recent studies have
shown that stem-loops III and N in the 5'UTR of BCoV are required for BCoV DI
RNA replication (Raman et al., 2003). The roles of these stem-loops in transcription,
however, are still unknown.

5. Proteins involved in sgmRNA synthesis. In coronaviruses, toroviruses, and

arteriviruses, ORF 1 b has been shown to contain an motif presumably required for all
RNA synthesis. One additional region of the ORF 1 b of the EAV was shown to be
necessary for sgmRNA synthesis (den Boon et al., 1991; Gorbalenya et al., 1989;
Snijder et al., 1990a; van Dinten et al., 1997; van Marle et al., 1999b). When nspl was
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completely deleted from the EAV genome, s gmRNA synthesis was completely
abolished but no effect was observed on RNA replication (Tijms et al., 2001). This, at
least in EAV, defined nsp 1 as the first transcription protein specific for sgmRNA
synthesis. In another study, it was shown that the antibodies against the nucleocapsid
protein of MHV can inhibit viral RNA synthesis in an in vitro system (Compton et al.,
1 987) and can specifically immunoprecipitate all leader-containing sgmRNA species
(Barie et al., 1 988; Stohlman et al., 1 988) suggesting that N protein is involved in
sgmRNA synthesis. MHV N protein was also shown to interact with the leader and ISs
in in vitro binding assays (Nelson et al., 2000) and to interact with the cellular hnRNP
Al protein (Wang and Zhang, 1 999) suggesting to these investigators that N protein
might participate in MHV sgmRNA synthesis. By reverse genetics, however, it was
recently shown in both coronaviruses (Thiel et al., 2001) and arteriviruses
(Molenkamp et al., 2000) that transfe.cted transcripts of the virus genome lacking the N
gene are still capable of generating subgenomic mRNA molecules. This indicates that
N protein is not required for corona- and arteriviral subgenomic mRNA synthesis.
In addition to viral proteins, cellular proteins may also regulate RNA synthesis.
For example, it has been shown that host proteins can bind to the 5' and 3' ends of
MHV positive-strand genomic RNA, to the 3 ' end of negative-strand genomic RNA,
and to the anti-IS (Furuya et al., 1 993 ; Yu and Leibowitz, 1 995a; Zhang and Lai, 1 995a;
Zhang and Lai, 1995b). One of these proteins, p3 5/38, has been shown to bind to the
anti-IS of the MHV RNA 7 body IS, although weakly (Zhang and Lai, 1 995a).
Mutations in the consensus sequence of sgmRNA 7 IS decreased the synthesis rate of
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sgrnRNA 7 synthesis as well as the binding of protein p35/38, thus showing a
correlation of protein binding to the IS with the synthesis of the sgrnRNA. Later,
p35/38 was identified as hnRNP Al (Li et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 1992), a primary
nuclear protein that shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm and plays a role in the
regulation of alternative RNA splicing. Overexpression of hnRNP A l accelerated the
kinetics of viral RNA synthesis (Shi et al., 2000). However, the significance of these
findings was recently placed into doubt by the failing to show that a high-affinity
hnRNP Al binding site inserted into the MHV genome in place of, or adjacent to, an
intergenic sequence promoted sgrnRNA synthesis from that site (Shen and Masters,
2001). Moreover, MHV was able to replicate and synthesize sgrnRNA in a hnRNP
A l -null cell line suggesting that hnRNP is not needed as a host factor for MHV RNA
synthesis.

Subgenomic RNA synthesis versus genome replication: totally different
processes or variations on the same theme? The processes of genome replication and
transcription in the viral life cycle were initially believed to be fundamentally different
processes in nidoviruses (Lai et al., 1984). Genome replication was believed to
proceed exclusively continuously while sgrnRNA synthesis was believed to be
discontinuous. In some studies with a DI RNA system, sgrnRNA synthesis was found
to suppress replication of this DI molecule (Jeong and Makino, 1992; Lin et al., 1994).
This suppression was found to work only in cis, not in trans and it seemed unlikely that
synthesis of sgrnRNAs could compete with replication for a limited amount of
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trans-acting factors (as propsed by Sethna et al., 1989). The cis-acting signals for

these two processes, therefore, were propsed to be partially common and this was later
indeed found to be the case in that both replication and sginRNA synthesis require
approximately 400 nucleotides from 5' and 3' ends (Chang et al., 1994; Liao and Lai,
1994; Lin and Lai, 1993). These findings strongly argue against an independent
amplification model for the sginRNA synthesis because sginRNAs do not contain the
necessary 5' end element. In contrast to the findings of Jeong and Makino (1992) and
Lin et al., (1994), van Marle et al., (1995) found that transcription did not inhibit
replication in their DI system. What caused the different observations from these DI
RNA systems is not ·clear.
Chang et al. (1996) proposed that the two processes can be envisioned as
variation on the same theme. It was proposed that a high-frequency and site-specific
RNA recombination occuring by polymerase strand -switching (copy-choice)
mechanism (reviewed in Brian and Spann, 1997) bears some resemblance to
recombination processes involved in retroviral replication. The BCoV leader IS,
presented by a stem-loop structure, was found.not to be required for leader switching
during DI RNAreplication (Chang et al., 1996). Instead, the crossover region mapped
to the 24-nt sequence immediately downstream of the leader IS, and the palindromic
UUUAUAAA sequence was shown to play an important role in the leader switching.
Furthermore, no free leaders could be observed in the same study, suggesting that the
recombination event is most likely to occur during minus-strand synthesis and that this
might be a fundamental process shared between replication and transcription, although
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the actual crossover sites would not necessarily be the same in the two processes. That
is, for leader switching during replication there is an extensive similarity between
donor and acceptor templates in the proximity of the crossover site, while for leader
fusion during sgtnRNA synthesis only the ISs are identical. The secondary structure of
the 3' region of the leader on the genome may be the common target for polymerase
during this recombination event in both processes (i.e., leader switching and leader
fusion). Indeed, in one of the few precedents for such a model a hairpin structure on
the minus strand of the turnip crinkle carmovirus sat-RNA C is required for
recombination between sat-RNA C and sat-RNA D (Nagy et al., 1998).

THE QUESTIONS THAT LED TO THIS STUDY

It is clear from the preceeding BACKGROUND that there is still no consensus
view among coronavirus investigators on the mechanism of coronavirus subgenomic
mRNA synthesis. Does it happen exclusively during plus-strand synthesis, during
minus-strand synthesis, or is there, perhaps, a mixture of both processes? What
exactly causes the RdRp jump?
One powerful tool for understanding molecular mechanisms is the investigation
of an unusual (i.e., unpredicted) phenomenon. Such an unusual phenomenon was
observed in our laboratory just after I had joined and it was a focus on this
phenomenon that started a series of questions that led to this dissertation. The
observation occurred during a re-evaluation of mutants made by Aykut Ozdarendeli to
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understand why it was that in BCoV mRNA 5 a nonconforming intergenic sequence
(GGUAGAC) was used rather than a consensus intergenic sequence (UCCAAAC)
occurring just 14 nts upstream (Ozdarendeli et al., 2001). In one DI RNA mutant, it
was observed that the leader fusion event for mRNA 5 took place at a very unusual
(unpredicted) site that yielded a sgtnRNA with less than a full-length leader (described
in Chapter III).
The questions that I pursued are the following: Do the other (closely related)
group 2 coronaviruses, namely, HECoV-4408, HCoV-OC43, HEV-TN, ECoV-NC99,
and MHV-H2, behave the same way with regard to BCoV DI RNA replication, and
sginRNA synthesis? That is, does the RNA synthesizing apparatus in each read the
replication and transcription signals the same way or are there differences? In BCoV,
what causes the RdRp to jump to yield the halfleader? Are the signals all primary
structure (i.e., nucleotide sequence) or are higher order structures involved? Can the
RdRp jump-inducing signals be moved around on the DI RNA genome? Can the
RdRp jump-inducing signals be made to create a shorter leader sequence, or even no
leader sequence (to mimick a torovirus sginRNA, for example)?
During the final stages ofthis study, the SARS-CoV was discovered. Inasmuch as
it appears to be a group 2 coronavirus in many ways, including the use ofthe common
intergenic sequence motifofUCUAAAC, the information in this study may ultimately
be useful in the development oftherapeutic measures to control the SARS-CoV.
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CHAPTER II. COMMON RNA REPLICATION SIGNALS EXIST
AMONG GROUP 2 CORONAVIRUSES: EVIDENCE FOR IN
VIVO RECOMBINATION BETWEEN ANIMAL AND HUMAN
CORONAVIRUS MOLECULES

INTRODUCTION

The coronavirus genus in the family Coronaviridae has been divided into three
groups, initially on the basis of serologic relatedness but more recently on the basis of
genome sequence similarities (Cavanagh et al., 1997; Lai and Cavanagh, 1997; Siddell,
1 995). The recently described human severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
coronavirus appears rtot to fall precisely into any of these groups (Marra et al; 2003;
Rota et al, 2003). Members of group 1 share identity with the porcine transmissible
gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) and (officially, as of 2000 [Enjuanes et al., 2000]) include
TGEV ( and strain porcine respiratory coronavirus [PRCoV]), canine coronavirus
(CCoV), feline coronavirus (FECoV) (and strain feline infectious peritonitis virus
[FIPV]), human respiratory coronavirus-229E (HCoV-229E), and porcine epidemic
diarrhea virus (PEDV). Members of group 2 share identity with the mouse hepatitis
coronavirus (MHV) and include bovine coronavirus (BCoV), human respiratory
coronavirus-OC43 (HCoV-OC43), porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis
coronavirus (HEV), rat coronavirus (RtCoV) (and strain sialodacryoadenitis
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coronavirus [SDAV]) (Enjuanes et al, 2000). Members of group 3 share identity with
the avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) and include IBV and turkey enteric
coronavirus (TCoV) (Enjuanes et al, 2000; Guy, 2000). Coronaviruses likely to
become officially classified as group 2 members on the basis of antigenic relatedness
and genome sequence similarities include human enteric coronavirus-4408
(HECoV-4408) (Zhang et al., 1994), puffinosis virus (PV) (Klausegger et al., 1 999),
and equine enteric coronavirus (ECoV) (Guy et al., 2000).
Recombination among coronaviruses is an attribute of the genus and is thought
to contribute to the emergence of new pathotypes (Lai 1 992; Lai and Cavanagh, 1 997).
Curiously, recombination so far has been noted only between species of the same
group, for example, between the feline and canine enteric coronaviruses (Herrewegh et
al., 1 998), between strains ofMHV (Keck et al., 1 988), and between strains of IBV (Jia
et al., 1 995; Kottier et al., 1 995), although in principle inter-group recombination is
possible based on reverse genetics experimentation in which an MHV chimera was
produced with the ectodomain portion of the FeCoV spike protein gene (Kuo et al.,
2000). Inasmuch as natural recombination events among coronaviruses probably
result from a polymerase jumping mechanism during coinfection (Brian and Spaan,
1 997; Lai, 1 992; Lai and Cavanagh, 1 997), signals read by the RNA polymerase
complex to initiate and carry out genome replication are likely to contribute to the
recombination process. It would therefore be expected that viruses sharing signals for
RNA polymerase recognition would be more likely to undergo recombination than
those that do not. Characterization of common signals for RNA synthesis, therefore,
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may aid in predicting which viruses are likely to recombine during a natural
coinfection.
To date, common 3'-proximal replication signaling elements have been noted
between MHV and BCoV, both group 2 members for which DI RNAs have been
studied. In an MHV-A59-derived DI RNA, comprised of only the virus genomic
termini, and in the MHV-A59 genome, it has been shown that the entire 3 ' UTR of
BCoV is able to replace the equivalent region without loss of DI RNA replicability or
virus viability (Hsue and Masters, 1997; Hsue et al, 2000). Likewise, in a BCoV DI
RNA comprised of only the virus genomic termini (Fig. 1 ; Chang et al, 1994) it has
been shown that the MHV-A59 3' UTR was able to replace the BCoV 3 ' UTR with no
detectable loss of replicating ability (S. Ku, G D. Williams and D. A. Brian,
unpublished). The partially characterized 3 ' UTR-mapping cis-acting elements in
BCoV and MHV include a 5 '-proximal bulged stem-loop (Hsue et al., 2000; Hsue and
Masters, 1997), a 5 '-proximal hairpin-type pseudoknot (Williams et al., 1999), a
centrally located stem-loop (Liu et al., 2001 ), and a 3 '-terminal poly (A) tail (Spagnolo
and Hogue, 2000). What roles the higher-order structures play is not clear since the
3 '-terminal 55-nts and poly (A) tail are thought to be the minimal sequence
requirements for minus-strand synthesis (Lin et al., 1994). Common 5'-proximal
replication signals between MHV and BCoV have not yet been described. For both
MHV and BCoV DI RNAs it has been shown that the 5 '-terminal sequence is required
for DI RNA replication (Chang et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1993a) and in BCoV DI RNA at
least two stem-loops identified as stem-loops III and IV function as higher-order
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cis-acting signaling elements (S. Raman et al, 2003; S. Raman and D. Brian,
unpublished). A higher-order cis-acting structure mapping within the first 290 nts of
ORFl has also been found (C. Brown, K. Nixon, S. Senanayake, and D. Brian,
unpublished). Might these elements be common.between MHV and BCoV as well?
To what extent might 5 ' - and 3 '-proximal replication signals be shared among other
group 2 merp.bers?
Here we examine the 5 ' UTR and adjacent 289-nt sequences of four
established and two new·putative group 2 coronavirus members, the 3 ' UTR sequences
of four established and one new putative member, and compare them with previously
reported sequences of three other group 2 coronaviruses. Our results suggest that the
5' and 3' UTR, and 5 ' UTR�adjacent sequence patterns may be subgrouped into those
that are BCoV-like and those that are MHV-like. This bifurcated pattern is consistent
with a proposed subgrouping of group 2 coronaviruses on the basis of activities of the
hemagglutinin-esterase proteins (Wurzer et al., 2002). The diverged UTR patterns,
therefore, raised the question as to whether the two subgroups of group 2
coronaviruses might differ with respect to their RNA replication signals as measured
by replication assays. To �egin to answer this, we tested replication in trans of a
BCoV DI RNA with various group 2 helper viruses and learned that replication was
supported by all five viruses within the BCoV-like subgroup, and by MHV-H2, the
only virus tested within the MHV-like subgroup. It was also learned that the BCoV DI
RNA acquired the leader sequence ofHCoV-OC43 helper virus thereby demonstrating
for the first time an in vivo (in this case, in cell culture) recombination event between
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molecules of an animal and human coronavirus. These results indicate that the signals
for recognition and engagement by the RNA replication machinery are probably
common among group 2 coronaviruses, regardless of subgroup classification, and
indicate a potential for recombination among members of the group should mixed
infections occur.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses. The human adenocarcinoma (human rectal tumor) cell line
HRT-18 (Tompkins et al., 1974) was used as previously described for BCoV (Chang et
al., 1994 ; Lapps et al., 1987) for the growth of the BCoV-lik:e and MHV-H2 viruses.
BCoV-Mebus was plaque purified three times (Lapps et al., 1987) and a DI RNA-free
stock (Williams et al., 1999) was used. HCoV-OC43 (Hogue and Brian, 1986)
obtained from S. R. Weiss (U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA}, HECoV-4408 (Zhang et al.,
1994), obtained _from X. M. Zhang (U. Arkansas, Little Rock, AR), HEV-TNl l
obtained from John Black (C. E. Kord Animal Disease Laboratory, Nashville, TN),
and ECoV-NC99 (Guy et al., 2000) were each plaque purified three times and used to
prepare stocks at concentrations of >107 PFU/ml. MHV-H2, a strain adapted for
growth on human epithelial cells (Barie et al., 1997), was obtained from R. S. Barie
(University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) and used directly to prepare a stock at
a concentration of >l0 7 PFU/ml. L2 (Percy) cells were used to grow SDAV-681 as
previously described (Yoo et al., 2000)and mouse L cells were used to grow PV as
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previously described (K.lausegger et al., 1999).

Oligonucleotides. The oligonucleotides used in this study are described in
Table 2. 1 .

Genome sequence determination. To determine the 5 ' proximal genome
sequences ofHCoV-OC43 , HECoV-4408, HEV-TNl l and ECoV-NC99, RNA was
extracted with Trizol (Life Technologies) from infected cells at 24 hpi and cDNAs
were synthesized from RNA using RT and oligonucleotide lal 096(+). cDNAs were
amplified by PCR using oligonucleotides Ial 096(+) and leader(-), the products cloned
into the TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen), and resulting plasmid DNAs sequenced by
automated dideoxynucleotide sequencing using oligonucleotides leader(-), DI420(-),
and Ia 1 096(+) as sequencing primers. To determine the 5 ' terminal genome sequences,
RACE was used as recommended by the manufacturer of the RACE kit (Invitrogen).
For this, first-strand cDNA was made with oligonucleotide Ndel(+), and the product
was C-tailed and then PCR amplified with oligonucleotides Hpal(+) and SRAAP(-),
the bridge anchor primer supplied with the kit. The products were cloned into the
TOPO XL vector and the resulting plasmids were sequenced by automated sequencing
using oligonucleotide Hpal(+) and as sequencing primer.
To determine the 3 '-terminal genome sequences of the BCoV-like viruses,
cDNA was made by using oligonucleotide D13 '(+) which binds to the 3 '-poly (A) tail
and provides Bam HI, Sal I, Ace I, Hine I, and Miu I restriction endonuclease cloning
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Table 2. 1 Oligonucleotides used in !his stl!dy.

w

0\

Oligonucleotide8 Polarity
Nt Binding Region
Sequence (5'->3')
3'UTRPSEU(+)
nts 63-91 in BCoV 3' UTR0
CTGCAAGTCATCCATICTGATAGAGAGTG
+
3' poly(C) on cDNA
GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACGGGGGGGGGG
5RAAP(-t
3' poly(A) tail
GGAAITCTCGAGCTCAAGCIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Ada3(+)
3' poly (A) tail
D13 '(+)
CGGGATCCGTCGACACGCGIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
+
DI420(-)
nts 41 9-442 in pDrep 1
GITGTGTGCAGTCTAGCCTAATAC
Hpal (+)
nts 140-166 in pDrepl
GGCTGAAAGCTGITAACAGCAGAAATG
Ial 096(+)
CGCACAACGTGCCATGCCAC
nts 1096- 1 2 1 5 in BCoV genomec1
+
leader(-)
nts 7-32 in pDrep l
GAGCGATTIGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGC
Nde l(+)
nts 456-481 in pDrepl
CCTCCAAATCATATGGACGTGTATIC
+
Pst(-)
GAGAGTTGACGCAGAGGAC
nts 1 799-1 8 1 8 in pDrepl
TGEV8(+)
nts 1098-1 123 in pDrepl
CATGGCACCATCCTIGGCAACCCAGA
a. The positive and negative symbols in the oligonucleotide names indicate the polarity of the nucleic acid to which the oligonucleotide anneals.
b. The sequence in nts 63-91 in BCoV is common to all the group 2 coronaviruses examined in this study (note Fig. 2.3).
c. Supplied with the RACE kit (Invitrogen).
d. From BCoV-Mebus genome sequence as determined by K. Nixon and D. Brian (GenBank accession number U00735).

sites, amplified by PCR with oligonucleotides DB'(+) and Pst(-), and the PCR
products were cloned into TOPO XL cloning vector (lnvitrogen). For PV, purified
genomic RNA was reverse transcribed employing oligonucleotide Ada3(+). The
second strand was synthesized and cloned as described previously (Klausegger et al,
1999). The resulting plasmids were sequenced by automated DNA sequencing.

Phylogenetic analyses. Nucleotide sequences for 3' and 5' UTRs and amino
acid sequences for the partial 5' ORF were aligned manually by using the Genetic Data
Environment (GDE) (Smith et al., 1994). Nucleotides and amino acid residues were
aligned in a manner that minimized the number of gaps, and nucleotide positions
between the first identical nucleotide in all positions and the gaps were omitted from
phylogenetic calculations in order to minimize ambiguity. Sufficiency of the
.

.

phylogenetic "signal" in each aligned dataset was assessed by the random tree length
distribution method implemented in PAUP* (Version 4.0b10, Hillis and Hulsenbeck,
1992; Swofford, 1 996). The sequence alignments contained sufficient information for
valid phylogenetic analyses (gl skew statistics -0.61 , -0.55, and -1.033 for 5' UTR, 3'
UTR and 5' partial ORF, respectively). Phylogenetic frameworks were inferred from
nucleotide sequences by maximum likelihood in PAUP* with settings that correspond
to the HK.Y85+G model (two substitution types, four rate categories following a
gamma distribution with no invariant sites and nucleotide frequencies,
transition/transversion ratio and the gamma shape parameter estimated by maximum
likelihood). Bootstrap proportions were calculated from 100 resampled datasets by
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using neighbor-j oining (Kimura 2-parameter model, transition/transversion ratio of 2)
and maximum parsimony, also in PAUP*. Phylogenetic relationships among amino
acid sequence translations for the partial 5 ' ORF were inferred by neighbor-joining
from distances calculated by using the PAM matrix of amino acid substitution
frequencies, as implemented in PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1 993). Bootstrap proportions
were inferred from 1 00 resampled datasets by using PHYLIP's PAM
distance/neighbor joining and protein parsimony methods.

Plasmid constructs. Construction of pGEM3Zf(-) (Promega)-based pDrep 1
(Fig. 2. 1 ) has been described (Chang et al., 1 994).

Northern assay for DI RNA and virus replication. The Northern assay for
detecting reporter-containing DI RNA was performed essentially as previously
described (Chang et al., 1 994; Chang and Brian, 1 996). Briefly, cells at 80%
confluency (~1Xl06 cells/dish) in 35 mm diameter dishes were infected with the
indicated helper virus at a multiplicity of approximately 1 0 PFU per cell and
transfected with 600 ng of pDrep l transcript in Lipofectin (Invitrogen) at 1 hpi. For
passage of progeny virus, supernatant fluids were harvested at 48 hpi and 500 ul was
used to directly infect freshly confluent cells in a 35-mm dish. RNA extracted with
Trizol (yielding approximately 10 ug per plate) was stored at -20° C as an ethanol
precipitate. For Northern analysis, precisely one-fourth of the total RNA preparation
(approximately 2.5 ug per lane) was used for electrophoresis in a
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formaldehyde-agarose gel. Approximately 1 ng of transcript was loaded per lane
when used as a size marker. RNA was transferred from the gel to Nytran membrane by
vacuum blotting and blots were probed with oligonucleotide TGEV8 5'-end labeled
with 32P to specific activities of 1.5 X 105 to 3.5 X 105 cpm/pmol (Cerenkov counts).
For quantitating viral RNA replication, the blots used earlier for DI RNA detection on
which radioactivity was no longer detectible were stripped and probed with 32P
radiolabled oligonucleotide 3'UTRPSEV(+), a probe complementary !o a common 3'
UTR sequence in all helper viruses (Table 2. 1 ). Probed blots were read with a Packard
Instanthnager Autoradiography System for quantitation and exposed to Kodak XAR-5
film for 6 h to 48 h at -80°C for imaging. hnages were recorded by digital scanning of
films.

Sequence of progeny DI RNAs. To determine the 5 '-terminal leader sequence
of progeny DI RNA, TGEV8(+) and RNA from cells infected with VPl virus were
used for RACE analysis as described above.

Accession numbers. GenBank accession numbers for the sequences studied
here are U00735 for BCoV-Mebus, AF523843 and AF523847 for HCoV-OC43,
�523844 and AF523848 for HECoV-4408, AF523845 and AF523849 for
HEV-TNll, AF523846 and AF523850 for ECoV-NC99, NC001846 for MHV-A59,
AF201929 for MHV-2, M55 148 and X00990 for MHV-JHM, AJ544718 for PV, and
AF124990 and AF20755 1 for SDAV.
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RESULTS

Nucleotide sequence analyses of the 5' UTR and adjacent 289 nts, and 3' UTR,
of the group 2 coronaviruses reveal a two cluster pattern. Structural elements acting as
cis-acting replication signals in genomic and DI RNAs have been found in the 5' UTR
and adjacent 289 nts, and in the 3' UTR, ofMHV and BCoV (reviewed in Introduction
above). To examine potentially conserved features in these regions among the group 2
coronaviruses, the 5' UTR sequences, 5' UTR-adjacent 289 nts, and 3' UTR sequences
of HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, HEV-TNll, ECoV-NC99, and SDAV were
determined and compared with the published sequences for BCoV-Mebus, MHV-A59,
MHV-2, and MHV-JHM (see GenBank numbers described below and Figs. 2 .2 and
2 .3). For PV, the 3' UTR was also compared (Fig. 2.3). Upon alignment it became
apparent by inspection that there were several regions, up to 18 nts in length in the 5'
UTR and adjacent 289 nts and up to 29 nts in the 3' UTR, that were identical among all
the viruses examined (identified by shading in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). It was likewise
apparent that there were several smaller regions in which sequences diverged
considerably yielding patterns that would suggest the viruses could be grouped into
those that are either BCoV-like or MHV-like. The existence of a two cluster pattern
was confirmed in separate phylogenetic analyses of the 5' and 3' UTRs and of the
amino acid sequences in the partial ORF adjacent to the 5'UTR (Fig. 2 .4-A and C).
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Fig. 2.2 Aligned 5 ' -terminal sequences of group 2 coronaviruses.
A. Aligned 5 ' UTR and adjacent 289-nt (partial ORF la) sequences.
The alignment was constructed to minimize inserted gaps; only
unambiguously aligned nucleotide positions in the UTR (identified
by 1 s in the MASK) were used to calculate the phylogenetic tree
(shown in Fig. 2.4). Identical regions among all nine group 2
coronaviruses are noted by shading. Note that the SDAV sequence
is known for only 21 nts into ORF 1 a, so sequences of only eight
viruses are shaded beyond this point. Positions of the BCoV leader
sequence (65 nts) and ofBCoV stem-loops I,II, III and IV, of
which stem-loops III and N are phylogenetically conserved among
group 2 coronaviruses (Chang et al, 1996; Raman et al, 2003;
Raman et al, unpublished), are noted. Numbers above refer to
positions in the sequence alignment. Lowercase letters identify
nonconforming nucleotides within the respective BCoV-like or
MHV-like subgroups. Part of the pDrep1 5 '-terminal sequence is
shown to indicate its point of divergence from BCoV genome
sequence. B. Aligned amino acid sequences within the partial ORF
1 a. Only unambiguously aligned amino acid positions (identified
by 1 s in the MASK) were used to calculate the phylogenetic tree
(shown in Fig. 2.4). Numbers above refer to positions in the·
sequence alignment. Abbreviations: BCoV, bovine coronavirus
Mebus; OC43, human coronavirus-OC43; HECoV-OC43, human
enteric coronavirus-4408; REV, porcine hemagglutinating
encephalomyelitis virus-TNl 1; ECoV, equine coronavirus-NC99;
MHVA, mouse hepatitis virus-A59; MHV2, mouse hepatitis virus2; MHVJ, mouse hepatitis virus-IHM; SADV, rat
sialodacryoa(ienitis virus.
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Fig. 2.3 Aligned 3' UTR sequences of group 2 coronaviruses.
The alignment was constructed to minimize inserted gaps; only
unambiguously aligned nucleotide positions (identified by 1 s in
the MASK) were used to calculate the phylogenetic tree (shown in
Fig. 2.4). Shaded areas identify sequences identical among all ten
.viruses. Numbers above refer to the sequence alignment. The
underlined UAA stop codon of the N ORF begins the 3' UTR and
a poly A tail, identified as (A)n, terminates the sequence.
Sequences making up a cis-acting bulged stem-loop (Hsue and
Masters, 1997), a pseudolmot (Williams et al, 1999), a long-range
stem interaction (identified as a and b) (Liu et al, 2001), and a .
conserved GGAAGAGC octomer, are bracketed. Lowercase
letters indicate nonconforming nucleotides within the respective
BCoV-like or MHV-like subgroups. Abbreviations are as
described in Fig. 2.2, with the addition of PV, puffinosis virus.
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Fig. 2 .4 Phylogenetic relationships inferred from coronavirus sequences: A. 5 '
UTR (145 nucleotide positions), B. 3 ' UTR (260 nucleotide positions) and C. partial
5 ' ORF (95 amino acid positions). The phylogentic frameworks in A and B were
inferred from nucleic acid sequences by maximum likelihood (-In L = 404.60992 and
539.07673 for A and B, respectively); the framework in C was inferred from
translated amino acid sequences by a distance method. Paired numbers represent
bootstrap proportions calculated by distance (upper numbers) and parsimony (lower
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substitutions per sequence position. Abbreviations are as described in Figs. 2.2 and
2.3.
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Helper virus from either cluster can support the replication of BCo V DI RNA in
HRT cells. It has been previously shown that the 3' UTRs of MHV and BCoV are
functionally interchangeable in the context of the MHV genome (Hsue and Masters,
1997; Hsue et al., 2000) and BCoV DI RNA (Ku, Williams and Brian, unpublished)
indicating the presence of common 3 '-proximal replication signals. Common 5'
proximal RNA replication signals have not been similarly sought. To test for the
presence of common replication signals, the accumulation of reporter-containing
BCoV DI RNA (transcripts of pDrepl ; Fig. 2. 1) was tested with five of the BCoV-like
and one of the MHV-like group 2 helper viruses described (Fig. 2.5-A and C). For this,
HRT- 1 8 cells were mock infected or infected with BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43,
ECoV-NC99, HECoV-4408, HEV-TN, or MHV-H2, transfected one hour later with
pDrep 1 RNA, and total RNA from cells was extracted at 1, 24, and 48h
.

.

post-transfection, and at 24 h after infection with passage 1 virus ( and in some cases
passage 2 virus) for measurement of DI RNA accumulation. Accumulation was
measured by Northern blotting using a pDrep 1 reporter-specific radiolabeled probe.
In the ab&ence ofhelper virus, transfected DI RNA has a measured half-life ofless than
4 h and no accumulation is observed at 24 h posttransfection (Chang et al., 1 994;
Chang et al., 1996; Senanayake et al., 1 999; data not shown). The results for the
BCoV-like viruses shown in Fig. 2.5-A and C illustrate a net accumulation of progeny
DI RNA molecules by 24 and 48 h posttransfection, and by 24 h after virus passaging
(Fig 2.5-A, lanes 1 -4) establishing that common replication signals are recognized by
the BCoV-like coronaviruses tested. It should be noted that whereas helper virus
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Fig. 2.5 Replication of BCoV DI RNA by the helper virus functions
of group 2 coronaviruses. A. Northern blot analyses showing
replication (accumulation) ofreporter-containing BCoV DI RNA in
the presence of BCoV, HCoV-OC43, ECoV, HECoV, and HEV, and
accumulation ofmRNA 7 as an indicator of helper virus replication.
RNA was extracted at the indicated times posttransfection, or at 24 h
after virus passaging (VP 1 ). Lanes 1-4, blots were probed with a DI
RNA reporter-specific radiolabled probe. Lanes 5-8, blots used in
lanes 1-4 were probed with a 3' UTR-specific probe that recognizes an
identical sequence in all the helper viruses. B. Northern blot analyses
showing replication (accumulation) of reporter-containing BCoV DI
RNA in the presence ofBCoV and WIV-H2 helper viruses, and
accumulation ofmRNA 7 as an indicator ofhelper virus replication.
RNA was extracted at the indicated times postinfection, or at 24 h
after virus passaging (VP l and VP2). Lanes 1-8, blots were probed to
detect DI RNA only as were lanes 1-4 in panel A. Lanes 9-16, blots
used in lanes 1 -8 were stripped and probed to detect viral mRNAs as
were lanes 5-8 in panel A. Lanes 1 and 9, pDrep l marker transcript.
RNA from mock infected (uninf) cells (lanes 7 and 1 5), or infected,
mock transfected (inf) cells (lanes 8 and 1 6), was harvested at 24 h
post mock infection and post infection, respectively. C. Bar graphs
illustrating the amc;mnts of BCo V DI RNA accumulated relative to
amounts accumulated with BCoV helper virus as measured in panels
A and B. D. Bar graphs illustrating the amounts of helper virus
mRNA 7 relative to amounts of BCoV mRNA 7 as measured in panels
A and B. E. Sequence analysis of the leader fusion region of DI RNA
progeny from cells infected with HCoV-OC43 helper virus and
transfected with reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA. The HCoV
OC43-specific bases G60 and A95 and the BCoV-specific base Cl33
show that the progeny DI RNA molecule possesses a leader derived
from the HCo V-OC43 helper virus and that the recombination site
exists somewhere between nts 95 and 1 33 .
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VP2

replication rates for the viruses other than BCoV were less than that for BCoV at 24hpi
through VP l (ranging from 1 to 50%, as measured by re-probing the stripped blot for
viral mRNAs with a universally sensitive 3' UTR-detecting probe [3'UTRPSEV, Table
1]) (Fig. 2.5-A, B and D), BCoV DI RNA replication measured at the same time points
was relatively higher (ranging from 5 to 100%) (Fig. 2.5-A and C). While the
quantitative measurements made here are not precise enough to establish the relative
efficiencies of DI RNA replication by the various helper viruses, or the relative
inhibitiory effects on virus replication by the DI RNA, they do establish a helper virus
function for DI RNA replication in each case.
In previous studies on the regulatory effects of BCoV genomic 5 ' UTR
sequence on translation (Senanayake and Brian, 1 999) it was learned that whereas
BCoV replicated in murine OST-7 cells (a T7 RNA polymerase-expressing mouse L
cell-derived line [(Elroy-Stein and Moss, 1990)]) nearly as well as in human rectal
tumor cells (HRT-18 cells used for BCoV propagation [Chang et al., 1994]) the
replication of transfected pDrep1 transcripts could not be observed at all with BCoV
helper virus in the murine cells. An attempt was therefore made to test for the helper
effect ofMHV in HRT cells. For this we used the MHV-H2 strain that had been
selected as a host range mutant of a MHV-A59/JHM recombinant on persistently
infected BHK cells now able to grow on human cells (Barie et al., 1997). In
MHV-H2-infected HRT cells, pDrep l RNA accumulated as well as in HCoV-OC43
and ECoV-NC99 helper virus-infected cells through 48 h post transfection (20-40% of
BCoV helper virus levels vs 15-40%, respectively; Fig. 2.5-B, lanes 1-4), but not as
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well after virus passage 1 (5% of BCoV helper virus levels vs 40-100%: Fig. 2.5-B,
lanes 5 and 6, and Fig. 2.5-C). These results indicate that MHV can serve as a helper
virus for the replication of BCoV DI RNA and thus there are 5'-proximal as well as
3 '-proximal cis-acting replicating signaling elements in BCoV DI RNA recognized by
the MHV RNA replication apparatus. RNA replication signals are therefore likely to
be common between the two viruses. The relatively low abundance of BCo V RNA in
VP l and VP2 of MHV-infected cells (Fig. 2.5-B, lane 5) suggests, furthermore, that
MHV does not package the BCoV DI RNA as well as do the BCV-like helper viruses.
A difference in migration rates between marker DI RNA (Fig. 2.5-B, lane 1 ) and
intracellular DI RNA (Fig. 2.5-B, lanes 2-6) has been previously observed (Chang et al,
1994; Senanayak:e et al, 1 999) and apparently represents an in gel displacement of
intracellular DI RNA by abundant co-migrating cellular RNA species.

Leader switching from the HCoV-OC43 helper virus to BCoV DI RNA.
Leader switching was first described between an MHV-JHM-derived DI RNA and
MHV-A59 (Makino and Lai, 1 989). Leader switching is thought to result from a
high-frequency recombination step that is similar, but not necessarily identical to, the
RdRp jump by which leader is acquired on coronavirus subgenomic mRNAs (Brian
and Spaan, 1 997; Chang et al., 1 996; Makino and Lai, 1 989; Zhang and Lai, 1996). It
was therefore anticipated that ifreplication ofBCoV DI RNA resulted from the use of
a heterologous group 2 coronavirus that the progeny DI RNA would acquire the leader
of the helper virus. This possibility was sought on DI RNA progeny in cells infected
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with all helper viruses except HECoV which has a leader sequence indistinguishable
from that of BCo V. Leader switching was observed for HCoV-OC43 (4 out of 4 cDNA
clones in VP l RNA), ECoV (3 out of 4 clones), and HEV (3 out of 4 clones), but not
for MHV (0 out of 8 cDNA clones examined and data not shown). In the sequence
data from one of the VP l cDNA clones from HCoV-OC43 helper virus (Fig. 2.5-E) it
can be seen that the recombination site occurred somewhere between HCo V-OC43
marker nt A95 and BCo V marker nt Cl 33, slightly downstream of a high-frequency
leader switching window (nts 70-93) previously identified in BCoV (Chang et al,
1 996). These results confirm and extend our understanding of the high frequency
nature of leader switching by strains of group 2 coronaviruses and document for the
first time a recombination event between human and animal coronavirus molecules.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study show first a distinct subdivsion of group 2 coronaviruses
into two subgroups, those that are BCoV-like and those that are MHV-like, with regard
to sequence patterns in the 5 ' and 3' UTRs (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). The significance of this
divergence, however, is not clear since the replication apparatus of one virus will
replicate the DI RNA of another, at least in the one-way tests employed here.
Although we cannot judge the relative efficiencies of the helper viruses used since
replication rates differed in the HRT cells, we think it quite likely that UTR sequence
differences reflect a fine-tuning of structural interactions between each virus genome
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and its cognate replication apparatus for optimal replication. Since previous studies
had shown that the 3' terminus is interchangeable between the BCoV and MHV 3'
UTRs (Hsue and Masters, 1997; Ku, Williams and Brian, unpublished), the new
information derived from this study is that there are also shared signals in the genome
5' terminus. It remains to be determined what explains the lower rate of accumulation
and packaging for BCoV DI RNA with MHV-H2 helper virus as compared to the
BCoV-like helper viruses. It also remains to be determined what precise signaling
elements are shared among the members of the group.
It has been found in a number of coronavirus DI RNA systems that DI RNA
upon replication takes on the leader of the helper virus. The same was found here for
the BCoV DI RNA and all helper viruses with a distinguishable leader sequence except
for MHV. The absence of leader switching with MHV may reflect the relatively poor
replication of MHV-H2 in BCoV DI RNA-transfected cells or it may possibly reflect
other mechanistically incompatible features. The data showing leader switching with
HCoV-OC43 is, to our knowledge, the first to document an in vivo recombination
event between molecules of a human and animal coronavirus. Coronavirus leader
switching has been compared mechanistically to RdRp strand switching that gives rise
to leader-containing subgenomic transcripts (Chang et al., 1996 ; Makino and Lai,
1989; Zhang and Lai, 1996). A demonstration of leader switching therefore raises the
- question of whether the heterologous helper viruses can support synthesis of
subgenomic mRNAs from the BCoV DI RNA template as has been previously
observed in the BCoV (Krishnan et al, 1996; Ozdarendeli et al, 2001) and MHV
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(Makino et al., 199 1 ; van der Most et al., 1 994) homologous systems. Preliminary
experiments indicate that they do (unpublished data), but that the patterns of
transcription differ among the helper viruses suggesting a different RdRp mechanism
and hence probably different signaling processes are at play between the processes of
transcription and replication (H.-Y. Wu, A. Ozdarendeli, and D. Brian, unpublished).
A mechanistic separation of transcription and replication has been noted in
arteriviruses (van Dinten et al, 1 997) a family placed along with coronaviruses in the
order Nidovirales (Cavanagh et al, 1 997).
The results shown here establish that despite sequence differences in the 5 ' and 3 '
UTRs and in the first 289 nts within ORF 1 of group 2 coronaviruses, the replication
apparatuses of these viruses recognize and replicate the BCoV DI RNA indicating the
recognition of a common set of replication signals within the group. The results
suggest, furthermore, that as a consequence of common replication signals there exists
a high potential for recombination among members of group 2. To what extent
common replication signals exist among the coronavirus groups, including the
recently described SARS coronavirus (Marra et al, 2003 ; Rota et al, 2003), remains to
be determined. Based on the results presented here, such information would seem
useful in predicting the recombination potential among coronaviruses.
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CHAPTER III. GROUP 2 CORONAVIRUSES SHARE THE
CONSENSUS TRANSCRIPTION SIGNALING ELEMENT
UCUAAAC BUT READ THE SIGNALS DIFFERENTLY IN
BOVINE CORONAVIRUS DEFECTIVE INTERFERING RNA

INTRODUCTION

Synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs) is a common strategy employed
by many plus-strand RNA viruses for expression of downstream open reading frames
(ORFs). In coronaviruses, a 3 ' coterminal nested set of 7 to 1 0 sgmRNAs is produced
during infection depending on the virus species. Coronavirus sgmRNAs also contain a
common leader sequence of 65 to 90 nts in length derived from the 5 ' end of the
genome. For bovine coronavirus (BCoV), the leader sequence is 65 nucleotides in
length (Hofmann et al., 1 990). In general, for coronavirus sgmRNAs translation
occurs most abundantly from the 5' -most ORF on each sgmRNA and only in a few
instances translation of a downstream ORF has been documented. The joining of the
5' leader RNA to the sgmRNA is believed to be a discontinuous transcription process
(Lai, 1 990; Sawicki and Sawicki, 1 990; Sawicki and Sawicki, 1995; Spaan et al.,
1 988). On the genome, transcription units for the sgmRNA are preceeded by a short,
conserved sequence element referred to as the intergenic sequence (IS) (Lai and
Cavanagh, 1 997; van der Most and Spaan, 1 995). The intergenic sequences, which are
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the presumed crossover regions (leader-body fusion sites) for RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp) during discontinuous transcription, are identified by their
associated sginRNA transcripts. For BCoV, most ISs contain the consensus sequence
5' UCUAAAC 3 ' (but the consensus [U/A]C[U/C]AAAC would describe almost all of
them in BCoV)(Hofmann et al., 1993). A prominent nonconforming IS in BCoV is
GGUAGAC found to function for the transcription of mRNA 5, but here a
nonfunctioning conforming IS element UCCAAAC is found 14 nts upstream
(Hofmann et al., 1993; Ozdarendeli et al., 2001).
Two basic models have been proposed to explain the synthesis of
leader-containing sginRNAs. The first model proposed was that of leader-priming
model {Lai et al., 1984; Spaan et al., 1983) which says that short leader RNAs are
transcribed from the 3 ' end of the anti-genome, translocated to an IS on the
.

.

negative-strand template and then elongated to synthesize the leader-containing
sginRNAs. The second model proposed is that of leader acquisition during niinus
synthesis. In this model the IS serves as an attenuator of RdRp during minus�strand
synthesis and promotes RdRp strand switching to copy a leader supplied by the 5' end
of the genome, either in cis or in trans, to generate a leader template on sginRNAs
minus strands (Sawicki and Sawicki, 1990). The sginRNA minus strands are then
templates for nascent sginRNA synthesis.
A fundamental question in both models is what structural features cause the RdRp
to switch templates? Perhaps answers to this question will enable a determination of
which model is correct. Certainly part of the answer to this question might lie in
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intergenic sequences that serve as leader-body fusion sites. In the mouse hepatitis
coronavirus (MHV) genome more than 20 sequencetresembling the UCUAAAC
sequence appear not to be used in the wild-type infection. Some do, however, when
placed in the context of the defective interfering (DI) RNA genome (Joo and Makino,
1 992). Hence, it becomes apparent that the heptameric intergenic sequence itself
· cannot be the only factor determining sgmRNA synthesis and that other factors are
likely to play a role. Some of these have been decribed as influences in the
leader-body fusion event and include, for example, base similarity between leader and
the intergenic sequence (Shieh et al., 1987, van der Most et al., 1 994), sequences
flanking the intergenic sequence on the genome (Makino and Joo, 1 993, Ozdarendeli
et al., 200 1 ), secondary structure of the leader and its flanking sequences (Chang et al.,
1 994 and 1 996) and the secondary structure surrounding the IS at downstream site on
.

.

the genome (Ozdarendeli et al., 2001), and viral and cellular proteins involved in
sgmRNA synthesis (van Dinten et al., 1 997, Van Marie et al., 1 999, Tijms et al., 200 1 ,
Barie et al., 1 988, Stahlman et al., 1988, Nelson et al., 2000, Wang and Zhang, 1 999).
It has been found in a number of coronavirus DI RNA systems that DI RNA upon
replication takes on the leader of the helper virus in a process refered to as leader
switching. The same was found for BCo V DI RNA and other group 2 coronaviruses
(Chapter II). Coronavirus leader switching has been compared mechanistically to
Rd.Rp strand switching that gives rise to leader-containing subgenomic transcripts
(Chang et al., 1996; Makino and Lai, 1 989; Zhang and Lai, 1 996). The demonstration
of leader switching therefore raises the question of whether the heterologous helper
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viruses can support synthesis of sgmRNAs from the BCoV DI RNA templates. Here
we identified the intergenic sequences of HECoV-4408, REV-TN, and ECoV-NC99,
and compared them to those of other group 2 coronaviruses including BCoV,
HCoV-OC43, MHV-A59, MHV-JHM, MHV-H2, and SDAV. The results indicate that
the intergenic sequences among group 2 coronaviruses, although divergent in certain
positions, in general follow the pattern of the consensus intergenic sequence
UCUAAAC. Since group 2 coronaviruses can support the replication of BCoV DI
RNA (Chapter II) and the intergenic sequences among group 2 coronaviruses are for
the most part conserved, we tested whether group 2 coronaviruses can synthesize
sgrnRNA transcipts from BCoV DI RNAs containing BCoV intergenic sequences.
The results indicate that whereas all five group 2 coronaviruses in addition to BCoV,
support replication of the BCoV DI RNA, the patterns of transcription from the BCoV
DI RNA differ. These results indicate there must exist differences between the RdRp
signaling mechanisms of replication and transcription. A striking result was that MHV
did not respond at all to the BCoV transcription signals nor did it synthesize sgrnRNA
species with less than a full-length leader in a BCoV DI RNA mutant that led to such
sgrnRNAs with BCoV-Mebus and HCoV-OC43 helper virus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Viruses. The human adenocarcinoma (human rectal tumor) cell line
HRT- 1 8 {Tompkins et al., 1 974) was used as previously described for BCoV (Lapps et
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al., 1 987; Chang et al., 1 994) for the growth of the BCoV-like and MHV-H2 viruses.
BCoV-Mebus was plaque purified three times (Lapps et al., 1987) and a DI RNA-free
stock (Williams et al., 1 999) was used. HCoV-OC43 (Hogue and Brian, 1986)
obtained from S. R. Weiss (U. Penn., Philadelphia, PA), HECoV-4408 (Zhang et al.,
1994), obtained from X. M. Zhang (U. Arkansas, Little Rock, AR), HEV-TNl 1
obtained from John Black (C. E. Kord Animal Disease Laboratory, Nashville, TN),
and ECoV-NC99 (Guy et al., 2000) were each plaque purified three times and used to
prepare stocks at concentrations of > 1 07 PFU/ml. MHV-H2, a strain adapted for
growth on human epithelial cells (Barie et al., 1 997), was obtained from R. S. Barie
(University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) and used directly to prepare a stock at
a concentration of>l07 PFU/ml. L2(Percy) cells were used to grow SDAV-68 1 as
previously described (Yoo et al., 2000) and mouse L cells were used to grow PV as
previously described (K.lausegger et al., 1 999).

Oligonucleotides. The oligonucleotides used in this study are described in
Table 3. 1 .

Intergenic sequence sequence determination. To determine the intergenic
sequences of HECoV-4408, HEV-TNl l and ECoV-NC99, RNA was extracted with
Trizol (Life Technologies) from infected cells at 24 hpi and cDNAs were synthesized
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Table 3 . 1

orl'�OilUCleotid

O1igonucleotide8
3'UTRPSEU(+)

0\
0

d in thi

d

Nt Binding Region
Sequence (5'->3 ')
nts 63-91 in BCoV 3' UTRb
CTGCAAGTCATCCATTCTGATAGAGAGTG
+
SRAAP(-t
3' poly(C) on cDNA
GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACGGGGGGGGGG
HE gene in BCoV genome
BCVHE(+)
CTAGGCTACCAATIATGCAGC
HE gene in OC43 genome
OC43HE(+)
GGCTGCGATACACAGCC
S gene in BCoV genome
BCVS(+)
CAGcAAAAGCCATTGGTAAGG
BCVSl -2(�)
S gene in BCoV genome
GTTTACAACTCAGAGGTGTAACCC
4.9 KDa in BCo V genome
BCV4.9(+)
GTAATATATCGTCAGGAGCC
BCV4.8(+)
4.8 KDa in BCoV genome
TACCGTCAATGGTTGTAGCC
12.7 KDa gene in OC43 genome
OC43 1 2.9(+)
CGGCACCAAGCATGACTAGG
BCV9.5(+)
E gene in BCo V genome
GCCCCACATACCACACAGTG
M gene in BCoV genome
BCVM(+)
CAGGTGTAAACTGGTGCTGG
BCVN(+)
N gene in BCoV genome
CCAGAACGAmCCAAAGGACGCTCT
Eqcv4.8(+)
4.8 Kda gene in ECoV genome
GCCAATGTAGAGCTGTACTAG
+
leader(-)
nts 7-32 in pDrepl and BCoV genome
GAGCGATITGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGC
5'gD (+)
nts 1 854-1 885 in p0replS1 2.7gD
GAGAGAGGCATCCGCCAAGGCATATTTG
GPD4(+) .
nts 1 865-1 893 in pDreplS12.7gD
CGATTCGGGTCGGCCATCTT
TGEV8(+)
nts 1 179-1 204 in pDreplS3
CATGGCACCATCCITGGCAACCCAGA
+
M 19(-)
nts 1 722-1776 in pDreplS 12.7gD
CACGGTTTTAGTAGGTTTGCATATTATAATTTACCATCTGGAATATTCTTTAAGC
+
nts 164 1 -1691 in pDreplS 12.7gD
·-M1 3(-)
GGTGTTGAATGAGAITGGCGTCCGTACGTACCCTCTCITCTATAGGTATTG
a. The positive and negative symbols in the oligonucleotide names indicate the polarity of the nucleic acid to which the oligonucleotide anneals.
b. The sequence in nts 63-91 in BCoV is common to all the group 2 coronaviruses.
c. Supplied with the RACE kit (Invitrogen).
Polarity

-

from RNA using RT and specifically designed oligonucleotides {Table 3 .1) for each
ORF ofHECoV-4408, HEV-TNll and ECoV-NC99 . cDNAs were amplified by PCR
using oligonucleotides leader(-) on the leader sequence and oligonucleotide on each
ORF of HECoV-4408, HEV-TNl1 and ECoV-NC99, the products cloned into the
TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen), and resulting plasmid DNAs sequenced by automated
dideoxynucleotide sequencing using oligonucleotides leader(-) as sequencing primers.
Intergenic sequences used as templates for the sgmRNAs were deduced from sequence
comparisons of the 5 '-terminal genomic sequence and the subgenomic RNA
sequences.

Plasmid constructs. Construction of pGEM3Zf(-) (Promega)-based pDrep1S3
and pDrep1S12.7gD has been described (Krishman et al., 1996; Ozdaren�eli et al.,
2001). To construct Ml9, overlap mutagenesis was done with oligonucleotides Eco
9(-), M19(+), and pDrep1S12.7gD DNAs in the first reaction, oligonucleotides Ml9(-),
5 'gD{+), and pDrep1S12.7gD DNAs in the second reaction, and oligonucleotides
Eco9(-), 5 'gD(+), and the product of the fist two reactions in a third reaction to make
a 498 nt product that was clone� into the TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen). The TOTP XL
vector containing this 498 nt was trimmed to a fragment of 415 nt with Spel and Kpnl
and cloned into Spel (1451) and Kpnl (1865)-linearized pDrepIS12.7gD. M13 was
constructed identically to M19 except that oligonucleotides M13(-) and M13 (+) was
used in the first and second reactions.
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Northern assay for DI RNA and virus replication. The Northern assay for
detecting reporter-containing DI RNA and sgmRNA was performed essentially as
previously described (Chang et al., 1 994; Chang and Brian, 1 996; Krishman et al.,
1 996; Ozdarendeli et al., 2001). Briefly, cells at 80% confluency (~1X106 cells/dish)
in 35 mm diameter dishes were infected with the indicated helper virus at a
multiplicity of approximately 10 PFU per cell and transfected with 600 ng of pDrep 1
transcript in Lipofectin (Invitrogen) at 1 hpi. For passage of progeny virus,
supernatant fluids were harvested at 48 hpi and 500 ul was used to directly infect
freshly confluent cells in a 35-mm dish. RNA extracted with Trizol (yielding
approximately 1 0 ug per plate) was stored at -20° C as an ethanol precipitate. For
Northern analysis, precisely one-fourth of the total RNA preparation (approximately
2.5 ug per lane) was used for electrophoresis in a formaldehyde-agarose gel.
Approximately 1 ng of transcript was loaded per lane when used as a size marker. RNA
was transferred from the gel to Nytran membrane by vacuum blotting and blots were
probed with oligonucleotide TGEV8 (+) (for pDrepIS3) or 5 'GpD4(+) (for
pDrep l2.7gD) 5'-end labeled with 32P to specific activities of 1 .5 X 105 to 3.5 X 1 05
cpm/pmol (Cerenkov counts). For quantitating viral RNA replication, the blots used
earlier for DI RNA ans sgmRNA detections on which radioactivity wa� no longer
detectible were stripped and probed with 32P radiolabled oligonucleotide
3'UTRPSEV(+), a probe complementary to a common 3' UTR sequence in all helper
viruses (Chapter II). Probed blots were read with a Packard Instantlmager
Autoradiography System for quantitation and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film for 6 h to
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48 h at -80°C for imaging. Images were recorded by digital scanning of films.

Sequence of progeny sgmRNA transcripts. To determine the 5' -terminal
sequence of progeny sgmRNA transcript with full-lengh leader, TGEV8(+) (for
pDrepIS2) or 5 ' gD(+) (for pDrepIS 1 2.7gD) was used for synthesizing cDNAs.
CDNAs were amplified by PCR using olidonucleotide leader(-) and TGEV8 (+) or
5' gD(+). The PCR products were cloned into the TOPO XL vector and the resulting
plasmids were sequenced by automated sequencing using universal oligonucleotides
. Reverse(-) and Forward (+)as sequencing primers. To determine the 5' terminal
sgmRNA transcript with half leader, RACE was used as recommended by the
manufacturer of the RACE kit (Invitrogen). For this, first-strand cDNA was made
with oligonucleotide 5 'gD(+), and the product was C-tailed and then PCR amplified
.

.

with oligonucleotides 5 'gD(+) and 5RAAP(-), the bridge anchor primer supplied with
the kit. The PCR products were cloned and sequenced as described above. Intergenic
sequences used as templates for the sgmRNAs were deduced from sequence
comparisons of the 5' -terminal genomic sequence and the subgenomic RNA
sequences.
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RESULTS

Some intergenic sequences among group 2 coronaviruses diverge but in general
the majority conform to the consensus heptamer UCUAAAC. The intergenic
sequences for human enteric coronavirus (HECoV-4408), porcine hemagglutinating
encephalomyelitis virus (HEV-TN), and equine coronavirus (ECoV-NC99) were
identified and compared with the counterpart ISs ofother group 2 coronaviruses
(Table 3 .2). From the comparison it is apparent that, the heptameric intergenic
sequence for each of the subgenomic mRNAs in both the BCoV-like and MHV-like
coronaviruses in general conform to the consensus pattern UCUAAAC. Most sites of
divergence occurred in the intergenic sequences of the nonstructural protein sgmRNAs
(i.e. for 4a, 4b, and 5a) in BCoV-like coronaviruses BCoV-Mebus, HECoV-4408, .
HCoV-OC43, HEV-TN, and ECoV-NC99. The sgmRNAs for the 12.7 KDa
nonstructural protein (sgmRNA 5a) in BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 can be
synthesized by utilizing three intergenic sequences: the canonical intergenic sequence
UCCAAAC (making up 10% of the transcripts), the .noncanonical intergenic sequence
GGUAGAC located 21 nt downstream from the canonical intergenic sequence
(making up 80% of the transcripts), and a third intergenic sequence UUAUAAC
positioned 1 nt downstream of the noncanonical intergenic sequence (making up 10%
ofthe transcripts) (Hofmann et al., 1993; Ozdarendeli et al., 2001). The noncanonical
intergenic sequence used for synthesis of the 12.7-kDa nonstructural protein sgmRNA
in ECoV-NC99 GUUAUAC also diverges from the consensus IS UCUAAAC but is
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Table 3 2 Intergemc sequences o f group 2 coronav1rusesa
Virus

HE

ACUAAAC
******
UCUAAAC

s

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

BCoV

4a

UUAAAAC
* ****
UCUAAAC

4b

Gene

AGUAAAC
*****
UCUAAAC

a
5
UCCAAAC

b
5
UCCAAAC

UCUAAAC

0

** ** * *

ACUAAGU

GGUAGAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

****

0

M

N

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** * * * *

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCUAAAC
*******

** ****

UCUAAAC

* * **

UUAUAAC

*

ACUAAAC
******
UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

HECoV

UUAAAAC
* ****

UCUAAAC

AGUAAAC
*****

UCUAAAC

***

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** * * * *

UCUAAAC

ACUAAGU

GGUAGAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

* * **

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCUAAAU
******

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCUAAAC
* * * * * **

** * *

UUAUAAC

*

OC43

ACUAAAC
** * * * *

UCUAAAC
*******

HEV

ACUAAAC
******

UCUAAAC
*******

ECoV

ACUAAAC
******

UCUAAAC
* ** * * * *

AUUAAAA
*** *

MHV-A 9
5

AAUAAAC
*****

UCUAAAC
* * * * * **

UCUAAAC
***** * *

MHV-JH M

AAUAAAC
*****

UCUAAAC
* ** * * * *

MHV-H2
SDAV

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
UCUAAAC

AAUAAAC
*****
UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
UCUAAAC
UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
* * *****

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

***

UCUAAAC

-

-

-

-

UCUAAAC

-

UCUAAAC

-

UCUAAAC
**** * * *

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCAAAAC
** * * * *
GUUAUAC
** **

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCAAAAC
** ****

-

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** ****
UCCAAAC
** ****

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** * * * *

UCCAAAC
** ****

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCCAAAC
** * * * *
UCCAAAC
** * * * *

UCUAAAC
*******

UCCAAAC
** * * * *

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******
UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC

UCUAAAC
*******
UCUAAAC
*******

UCUAAAC
*******

a. Each intergenic sequence within the group 2 coronaviruses (top) is aligned with the 5' genomic
leader-associated sequence (bottom). The asterisks indicate identical nts position between the two aligned sequences.
A dash (-) indicates the intergenic sequence and associated ORF are not present.
b. In Bco V, gene 5a is sometimes referred to as gene 5 and gene 5b is sometimes referred to as gene 5-1 .
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identical to the noncanonical BCoV and HECoV-4408 intergenic sequences
GGUAGAC at 5 out of 7 positions (underlined). The 4.8- and 4.9-kDa ORFs in
BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 together appeared to be the results of point
mutations disrupting an ancestral 11-kDa ORF of the kind found in MHV (Abraham et
al., 1990). The 4.8-kDa ORF in BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 appears to utilize
AGUAAAC as the intergenic sequence. Surprisingly, there were two intergenic
sequences utilized for the synthesis of the 4.9-kDa sgmRNAs in BCoV-Mebus and
HECoV-4408 . These are the intergenic �equence UUAAAAC beginning 5 nt
upstream from the putative AUG and the intergenic sequence ACUAAGU beginning 4
nt downstream of the putative AUG. The transcript from the intergenic sequence
ACUAAGU is apparently not used for protein synthesis. In contrast, the ISs for
synthesis of nonstructural protein sgm.RNAs in MHV-like coronaviruses including
MHV-A59, MHV-JHM, MHV--2, and SDAV all conform to UCUAAAC.
Furthermore, the IS for synthesis of the HE sgmRNA is ACUAAAC in BCoV-like
coronaviruses but is AAUAAAC in the MHV-like coronaviruses. _Taken together, the
intergenic sequences in the group 2 coronaviruses principally conform to UCUAAAC
but divergence at specific sites to reveal a pattern that would allow the group 2
coronaviruses to be separated into those that are BCoV-like and those that are
MHV-like. The later conclusion is consistent with the results from our previous
studies (Chapter II) in which it was concluded that the group 2 coronaviruses could be
subdivided into those that are BCoV-like and those that are MHV-like based on the
analyses of 5' UTR and 3 ' UTR sequences.
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BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, HEV-TN, and ECoV-NC99, but not
MHV-H2, read the canonical transcription signal UCUAAAC in BCo V DI RNA with
fidelity. It has been shown that BCoV DI RNA can replicate in the presence of other
five helper viruses from group 2 (Chapter II). Morover, as indicated in Table 3.2,
conserved intergenic sequences exist among group 2 coronaviruses. It was therefore
hypothesized that a common transcription apparatus was employed by the group 2
coronaviruses. To test the hypothesis, a BCo V DI RNA construct pDrepIS3
containing a triple set of the canonical heptameric intergenic sequence UCUAAAC
and 20 nts of flanking sequence for sgmRNA 7 just upstream of the reporter gene (Fig
3 . 1 ) (Krishnan et al., 1996) was used with each of the helper viruses and the
occurrence of sgmRNA transcripts froin any of these intergenic sequence was sought.
At one hour after infection with BCoV-Mebus, HECoV-4408, HCoV-OC43, HEV-TN,
ECoV-NC99, or MHV-H2, HRT-1 8 cells were transfected with pDrepIS3 RNA and
total RNA was extracted from cells at 1, 24, and 48h post-transfection, and at 24h after
infection with passage 1 virus (VPl) for measurement of sgmRNA accumulation.
Accumulation was measured by Northern blotting analysis using a pDrepIS3
reporter-specific radiolabeled probe (Krishnan et al., 1 996). Quantitative
measurement of sgmRNA transcripts (Fig 3 .2-B) and helper virus mRNA 7 (Fig 3 .2-C)
were done by Northern analyses (Fig 3.2-A). The results show that accumulation of
sgmRNA transcript can be observed at lh, 24h, and 48h postransfection (hpt) and in
cells infected with passage 1 virus when BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408,
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Fig. 3.1 Structure of the bovine coronavirus DI RNA pDrepIS3
used for analysis of transcription from ISl, IS2, and IS3 for
bovine coronavirus mRNA 7. A. Schematic depiction of the
genomic origin of the 27-nt IS region for mRNA 7. The positions
of genes 6 . and gene 7 are shown. The leader sequence on
sginRNA is indicated by filled box. B. Modification of the cloned
BCoV DI RNA, pDrepI, to contain the three repeats of the 27-nt
IS regions for gene 7 and the 30-nt TGEV8 reporter sequence to
form pDrepIS3. Base positions in the DI RNA sequences are
noted. In pDrepIS3, the ORF starts at base 501as indicated.
Redrawn from Krisman et al., 1 996.
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Fig. 3 .2 Replication of DI RNA and synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs
from BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS3 by the helper virus functions of group 2
coronaviruses. A. Northern analyses showing replication (accumulation)
of reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA and synthesis of sgrnRNA, in the
presence of BCoV, HECoV, HCo-OC43, HEY, ECoV, and l\1IIV and
accumulation ofmRNA 7 as an indicator of helper virus replication.
RNA was extracted at 1, 24, and 48h postransfection and in cells
infected with passage virus (VPl). IS motifs found to function as fusion
sites in BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS3 by the helper viruses noted below the
Northern analyses. B. Bar graphs illustrating the amounts of sgrnRNA
transcript accumulated relative to amounts accumulated with BC.oV
helper vi� as measured in panel A. C. Bar graphs illustrating the
amounts of helper virus mRNA 7 relative to amounts of BCoV mRNA 7
as measured in panel A. D. Sequence analysis of the leader fusion
region of sgrnRNA transcript progeny from cells infected with HCoV
OC43 helper virus and transfected with reporter-containing BCoV DI
RNA pDrepIS3. The HCoV-OC43-specific base G60 shows that the
progeny sgrnRNA transcript possesses a leader derived from the HCoV
OC43 helper virus. The leader-body fusion in this case occurs within
the IS3 sequence element.
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HEV-TN, or ECoV-NC99 was used as helper virus, establishing that these viruses can
provide the transcription machinery for sgtnRNA synthesis from BCoV DI RNA
pDrepIS3. Surprisingly, only DI RNA but not sgtnRNA transcripts were detectable by
both Northern analysis (Fig 3.2-B) and RT-PCR (data not shown) when MHV-H2 was
used as the helper virus suggesting that MH-H2V could not support the transcription of
BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS3.
The source of the leader during sgtnRNA synthesis has been shown to originate
from the helper virus genome (i.e. in trans) or the DI RNA (i.e. in cis) (Jeong and
Makino, 1 994; Zhang et al., 1 994a). Overwhelming evidence suggests the helper virus
is the primary source of the leader (Jeong and Makino, 1 994; Zhang et al., 1 994a). To
determine whether the sgtnRNAs produced in these experiments acquire the leader of
helper virus or of the DI RNA, the leader sequence on sgtnRNAs were determined.
For all sgtnRNAs obtained from HCoV-OC43 (4 out of 4 cDNA clones in VP l
sgtnRNA), HEV-TN (4. out of 4 cDNA clones in VP l ·sgtnRNA), and ECoV-NC99 (4
out of 4 cDNA clones in VP 1 sgtnRNA) as helper virus, the leader sequence was
derived from the helper virus genome. For example, in the sequence data from one of
the HCoV-OC43 helper virus VP l cDNA clones (Fig 3 .2-D) it can be seen that the
fusion of the leader from HCoV-OC43 and the body from BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS3
occur at IS3.
Comparison of sequences between sgtnRNA and the DI RNA genome revealed
that the leader-body fusion sequence of the sgtnRNA occurred predominantly at the
most downstream IS3, although BCoV-Mebus (Krishman et al., 1 996) and
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HECoV-4408 also employed IS2 as a leader body fusion site to generate sgmRNA
transcripts as evidenced by RT-PCR and primer extension (data not shown). These
results indicate that HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408,. HEV-TN, and ECoV-NC99, but not
MHV-H2, can read the canonical UCUAAAC transcription signal in BCoV DI RNA
with the same fidelity as BCoV-Mebus helper virus.

BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, HEV-67N, and ECoV-NC99, but
not MHV-H2, read the noncanonical transcription signal GGUAGAC in BCo V DI
RNApDrepIS12.7gD. As noted in the INTRODUCTION, a striking finding regarding
the synthesis ofBCoV subgenomic mRNAs is that in mRNA 5a, the mRNA for a 12 .7
kDa protein of unknown function, is synthesized predominantly from a noncanonical
intergenic sequence (GGUAGAC) (Fig. 3 .3) (Hofmann et al., 1993). A very puzzling
feature of this phenomenon is that a fully-conforming UCCAAAC but unused
intergenic sequence resides just 14 nts upstream of the noncanonical sequence. While
a mechanistic explanation for the choice of the noncanonical over the canonical
sequence remains largely incomplete, it is interesting to note that the same
nonconforming sequence is used for the synthesis ofmRNA 5a in HECoV-4408, and a
similar sequence (GUUAGAC) is used for the synthesis of mRNA 5a in ECoV-NC99
in the natural infection (Table 3 .2). Inasmuch as there are these differences among the
group 2 coronaviruses it became important to determine whether transcription signals
were read similarly by other group 2 coronaviruses.
In a previous study from our laboratory it was demonstrated that pDrepl could be
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intergenic sequences for bovine coronavirus mRNA 5. A. Schematic
depiction of the genomic origin of the 199-nt IS region for mRNA 5 .
The positions of genes 4-1, gene 5 and gene 5-1 are shown. The
leader sequence on sgmRNA is indicated by filled box. B.
Modification of the cloned BCoV DI RNA, pDrepI, to contain the
199-nt IS regions for gene 5 and the 92-nt HSV gD reporter sequence
to form pDrepIS12 .7gD. Base positions in the DI RNA sequences are
noted. In pDrepIS12 .7gD, the ORF starts at base 501as indicated.
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modified to contain the intergenic sequence region for mRNA 5a and a reporter
sequence in a plasmid identified as pDrep1S 12.7gD (Fig 3.3; 12.7 refers to the gene
product of sgmRNA 5a, and gD refers to herpes simplex virus gD protein gene from
which a portion was used as a reporter) from which transcription in the presence of the
BCoV-Mebus as helpei: virus yielded a pattern indistinguishable from that in the
wild-type BCoV-Mebus infection (Ozadrendeli et al., 2001). That is, transcripts from
BCoV DI RNA pDreplS 12. 7 gD were predominantly synthesized from the
noncanonical intergenic sequence GGUAGAC (1S2) but not from the canonical
intergenic sequence UCCAAAC (IS 1) or from UUAUAAC (IS3). To test what the
transcription patterns would be in the presence of other group 2 helper viruses, B CoV
DI RNA pDrep1S 12.7gD was transfected into cells infected with each of the group 2
coronaviruses. Total cellular RNA was extracted at different time points as indicated in
Fig 3 .4-A and tested by Northern analysis and RT-PCR analyses. Both genomic and
subgenomic transcripts ofBCoV DI RNA pDrepIS 12.7gD were detected as
determined by Northern analysis (Fig 3.4-A) and quantitive measurement of sginRNA
synthesis (Fig 3.4-B), and by RT-PCR (data not shown), when BCoV-Mebus,
HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, HEV-TN, or ECoV-NC99 were used as helper viruses.
Replication of each of the helper viruses was confirmed and quantitated by separate
probing of sgmRNA 7 (Fig 3.4-C). The results indicate that each of the BCoV-like
helper viruses can support the transcription of the BCoV DI RNA pDreplS 12.7gD. In
contrast, there was no evidence of sgmRNA synthesis from BCoV DI RNA
pDrep1S 1 2.7gD when MHV-H2 was used as the helper virus, as determined by
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Fig. 3.4 Replication of DI RNA and synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs
from BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS12.7gD by the helper virus functions of
group 2 coronaviruses. A. Northern analyses showing replication
(accumulation) of reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA and synthesis of
sginRNA, in the presence ofBCoV, HECoV, HCo-OC43, HEV, ECoV,
and MHV and accumulation ofmRNA 7 as an indicator of helper virus
replication. RNA was extracted at 1, 24, and 48h postransfection and in
cells infected with passage virus (VPl). IS motifs found to function as
fusion sites in BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS12.7gD by the helper viruses
noted below the Northern analyses. B. Bar graphs illustrating the
amounts of sginRNA transcript accumulated relative to amounts
accumulated with BCoV helper virus as measured in panel A. · C. Bar
graphs illustrating the amounts of helper virus mRNA 7 relative to
amounts of BCoV mRNA 7 as measured in panel A. D. Sequence
analysis of the leader fusion region of sginRNA transcript progeny from
cells infected with HCo V-OC43 helper virus and transfected with
reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS12. 7 gD. The HCoV-OC43specific base G60 shows that the progeny sginRNA transcript possesses
a leader derived from the HCoV-OC43 helper virus. The leader-body
fusion in this case occurs within the noncanonical IS2 sequence element.
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Northern analysis (Fig. 3.4-A and B) and RT-PCR (data not shown). This result,
therefore, parallels that for pDrepIS3 described above (Fig. 3 .2-A and B) from which
no transcripts were made with MHV-H2.
To determine the source of the leader on the sgmRNA transcripts from the
pDrepIS 1 2.7gD when HCoV-OC43 , HECoV-4408, HEV-TN, or ECoV-NC99 were
used as helper virus, the extracted RNA from VP 1 was submitted to RT-PCR, cloned
and sequenced. The results showed that the leader sequence of sgmRNA is derived
from the 5 ' end of the helper virus genome as illustrated in Fig. 3.4-D (4 out of 4 cDNA
clones for each of the four helper viruses). Represented in Fig. 3 .4-D is the sequence
of a sgmRNA transcript synthesized from the noncanonical IS2 when HCoV-OC43
was used as a helper virus. Nucleotide 60, a G in HCoV-OC43 and an A in
BCo V-Mebus, was used as the identifying marker for the leader. Note that, like wild
type BCo V-Mebus, the noncanonical leader fusion motif GGUAGAC (IS2) rather
than the canonical intergenic sequence UCCAAAC (IS 1) or the third intergenic
sequence UUAUAAC (IS3) was thepredominant leader fusing site. Furthermore,
HECoV-4408 behaves like BCoV-Mebus in that it uses IS 1 and IS3 to generate some
of the sgmRNA transcripts, but other group 2 coronaviruses did not.

BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 can also read a far upstream artificial
transcription signal UCCGGCU only when downstream intergenic sequences IS 1, 1S2,
and 1S3 on BCV DI RNA pDrepIS 1 2.7gD are mutated. In the course of these
experiments a very surprising observation was made. It was observed that when
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HCoV-OC43, HEV-TN or ECoV-NC99 were used as helper viruses, in addition to
some clones of sgmRNAs having leader-body fusion sites at the noncanonical fusion
junction GGUAGAC (IS2) as with BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408, there were also
some transcripts starting from a far upstream site UCCGGCU, a site that most
intriguingly generates sgmRNA transcripts with a truncated leader which represented
only the first 33 nt of the 65-nt wild type leader sequence (see Chapter IV below). For
convenience, the far upstream intergenic sequence has been named as the half-leader
intergenic sequence (HIS). This site happens to be artifactual in the sense that it was
formed at a fragment ligation site when the intergenic region from gene 5 was fused
together within gene 7 to make the chimeric construct pDrepIS12.7gD (Figs 3.3-Aand
B and 3 .7-A).
To examine whether BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 might be induced to use
HIS in pDrepIS127gD, the noncanonical motifGGUAGAC (IS2) was altered in ways
that diminished sequence similarity with the virus genome 5' end. A similar alteration
caused a dramatic switch to the upstream canonical site UCCAAAC (IS1) when
BCoV-Mebus was used as helper virus in the study of Ozdarendeli et al. 2001.
Alternatively, BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 might be induced to read the HIS if the
downstream intergenic sequences ISl , IS2, and IS3 were all debilitated by mutations.
To examine these possibilities, ISl, IS2, and IS3 on BCoV DI RNA pDrep12.7gD
were mutated to form mutant 19 (M19) (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6). M19 transcripts were
transfected into HRT cells infected with the helper virus BCoV-Mebus, HCo V-OC43,
HECoV-440 8, HEV-TN, ECoV-NC99 or MHV-H2 . Total cellular RNA was extracted
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Fig. 3.6 Replication of DI RNA and synthesis of subgenomic mRNA
from modified BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS 12.7gD mutant 19 (Ml 9) by the
helper virus functions of group 2 coronaviruses. A. Northern analyses
showing replication (accumulation) ofreporter-containing BCoV DI
RNA and synthesis ofsgrnRNA, in the presence ofBCoV, HECoV,
RCo-OC43, REV, ECoV, and MHV and accumulation ofmRNA 7 as an
indicator of helper virus replication. RNA was extracted at 1 , 24, and
48h postransfection and in cells infected with passage virus (VPl). IS
motifs found to function as fusion site in BCoV DI RNA
pDrepIS 12. 7gD by the helper viruses noted below the Northern analyses.
B. Bar graphs illustrating the amounts of sgmRNA transcript
accumulated relative to amounts accumulated with BCoV helper virus as
measured in panel A. C. Bar graphs illustrating the amounts of helper
virus mRNA 7 relative to amounts of BCoV mRNA 7 as measured in
panel A. D. Sequence analysis of the leader fusion region of sgmRNA
transcript progeny from cells infected with HEV-TN helper virus and
transfected with reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA pDrep1S12.7gD.
The REV-TN-specific base A27 shows that the progeny sgmRNA
transcript possesses a halfleader derived from the HEV-TN helper virus.
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at different time points for Northern analysis and RT-PCR. As shown in Fig 3 .6-A and
B, sgmRNA transcripts were synthesized with each of the helper viruses as determined
by Northern analysis and quantitive measure of sgmRNA accumulation. By RT-PCR
and sequence analysis, sgmRNA transcript with the 33-nt leader was the only
sgmRNA species observed, for each of the helper viruses, indicating that, like
HCoV-OC43 , HEV-TN, and ECoV-NC99, BCoV-Mebus and
HECoV-4408 also can read the half-leader intergenic sequence UCCGGCU to
generate half-leader containing sgmRNAs. When MHV-H2 was used as helper virus,
however, no sgmRNA transcripts were synthesized from M 1 9 as shown in Figs 3 .6-A
and B, indicating that MHV-H2 still could not read the half-leader intergenic sequence
even when the three downstream ISs were delibilated.
For the sgmRNA transcripts with a full-length leader sequence made in the
presence of a helper virus with an identifying marker nucleotide(s) it was determined
that the leader was in every case devived from the helper virus genome (Figs 3.2-D and
3.4-D). When HECoV-4408 was used as helper virus the source of the leader could
not be determined since its leader is identical to that of BCoV DI RNA. For the
sgmRNAs with a 33-nt leader sequences except for HEV-TN the origin of the partial
leader sequence could not be determined since the first 33 nts of the leader sequence
are identical among the BCoV-like viruses tested. For HEV-TN, A at position 27 is an
identifying marker and it was determined that the half-leader sequence on sgmRNA
transcripts was derived from HEV-TN genome (4 out of 4 cDNA clones) (Fig.3 .6-D).
Based on this finding, it is probable that the 33-nt leader sequence of sgmRNAs with
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helper viruses BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, and ECoV-NC99 is also
derived from the helper viruses.
Base pairing between leader and the intergenic sequence is not the only factor
determining sgmRNA synthesis. The half-leader IS on BCoV DI RNA pDrep 12. 7 gD
happens to at a site formed by the Nsi I ligation of two fragments, BCoV DI RNA
pDrepI and the 12.7 IS insert (Figs 3.3-B and 3.7-A) during the construction ofBCoV
DI RNA pDrepIS1 2.7gD. When the half-leader IS region was aligned with genomic
leader sequence on BCoV-Mebus, HECoV-4408, HCoV-C43, or ECoV-NC99, a 22-nt
region in which 1 7 nts were identical to leader sequence was observed (Fig 3.7-A;
shown in the alignment of half-leader IS region with BCo V-Mebus genomic leader).
Due to an A nucleotide at position 27 in the REV-TN genomic leader rather than a U,
only 1 6 nts were identical within the 22-nt region. Only 6 nts were found to be
identical within the 22-nt region of the MHV-H2 leader sequence (Fig 3.7-A). This
finding led to the notion that increasing the sequence identity between the half-leader
IS region and MHV-H2 genomic leader might lead to an induction of an Rd.Rp jump,
resulting in the synthesis of a sginRNA transcript with an MHV-H2 halfleader. To test
this hypothesis, M13 was constructed in which the 22-nt region, nts 12 through 33 (Fig
3.7-B), was made identical to MHV-H2 genomic leader and tested. No sginRNA
transcript, however, was detected either by Northern assay as shown in Fig. 3. 7-C or
by RT-PCR (data not shown) suggesting that the sequence identity between MHV-H2
genomic leader and BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS12.7gD is not the only factor inducing the
synthesis of sginRNA transcript from BCoV DI RNA.
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Fig. 3.7 Replication of DI RNA and synthesis of subgenomic
mRNA from modified BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS 12. 7gD mutant 13
(M13) by the helper virus functions ofMHV-H2. A. Schematic
depiction of the pDrepIS12.7gD containing the 199-nt IS regions for
gene 5 and the 92 -nt HSVgD reporter sequence genomfo origin of
the 199-nt IS region for mRNA 5 and modification of the
pDrepIS1 2 .7gD in which ISl, IS2, and IS3 are mutated to become
mutant 19. The leader sequence on sgmRNA is indicated by filled
box. B. Alignment of half-leader IS region with genomic leader
sequence ofBCoV-Mebus (upper panel) and MHV-H2 (lower
panel). Nsi I ligation site formed by the ligation of the BCoV DI
RNA pDrepI and the mRNA5 IS insert is indicated. Asterisks
indicate positions of base identity with the aligned 5' terminus of the
virus genome. C. The construt of M13(upper panel) and its
alignment with genomic leader sequence ofMHV-H2. Asterisks
indicate positions of base identity with the aligned 5' terminus of the
virus genome. Northern analyses showing replication
(accumulation) ofreporter-containing BCoV DI RNA and synthesis
of sgmRNA from M19 (BCoV-Mebus as a helper virus) and from
M 1 3 (MHV-H2 as a helper virus) and accumulation of mRNA 7 as
an indicator of helper virus replication. RNA was extracted at 1 � 24,
and 48h postransfection and in cells infected with passage virus
(VPl). IS motifs found to function as fusion sites by the helper
viruses noted below the Northern analyses.
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5

1 h 24h 48h VP1

• �
HIS IS1 IS2 IS3
+
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HIS IS1 IS2 IS3

DISCUSSION

Shortly after the discovery of a discontinuous transcription system in
coronaviruses it was postulated that the heptameric intergenic sequences were
important in the signaling process leading to the Rd.Rp jump (Spaan et al., 1983; Lai et
al., 1984). One version of this postulate proposed that the degree ofbasepairing within
the heptameric sequence determined the strength of the signal (i.e., it was given as a
possible reason that N sgmRNA was more abundant than M sgmRNA in MHV for
example) (Budzilowicz et al., 1985). Early experiments using the MHV DI RNA
expression system in which it was shown that the UCUAAAC in some experiment was
sufficient to induce sgmRNA synthesis seemed to support this model (Makino et al.,
1991). Eventually, however, it became evident that more than the consensus
heptameric motif was involved in the regulation of transcription in the coronavirus
system. It was soon learned that sequences flanking the heptameric motif were
important in some contexts (Konings et al., 1988 ; Jeong et al., 1996) and that perhaps
higher order structures surrounding the motif were also important (Barie et al., 1987,
Konings et al., 1988; Yu and Leibowitz, 1995; Hwang and Brinton, 1998). More
recently it has become evident that nonconforming heptameric motifs could be used as
RdRp jump sites and that distant flanking sequences can play an important role in
determining a transcription start site (Ozdarendeli et al., 2001). Nonetheless, all RdRp
jump sites (i.e. transcription sites) appear to involve some degree of similarity-assisted
(i.e. basepairing) mechanism.
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In this study, by the use of different group 2 coronaviruses in a BCo V DI RNA
transcription system we have shown that there are still unidentified genetic factors that
determine the use of a given RdRp jump (i.e. transcription initiation) site. The most
striking observation was that whereas the MHV RNA synthesizing apparatus is
capable of replicating the BCoV DI RNA (Chapter II) it is not capable of recognizing
any of the transcription start signals (intergenic sequences) in the BCoV DI RNA
whether they be a fully conforming UCUAAAC sequence (as in pDrepIS3) or a
nonconforming but highly used sequence recognized by the other group 2 coronavirus
(as in pDrepIS 12.7gD).
These results could reflect a protein function missing in MHV that is present in
the BCoV-like group 2 coronaviruses. This idea is consistent with an analysis ofEAV
ORF 1 b in that a single nucleotide substitution in this region abolished sgmRNA
synthesis• (van Dinten et al., 1997; van Marle et al., 1999b). Interestingly, this
mutation did not affect replication indicating that different protein activities

are

required for transcription and replication (van Marie et al., 1 999b). This argument
might explain the results presented here in which MHV-H2 can provide the required
factors for synthesis of BCoV DI RNA but not for synthesis of sgrnRNA.
The results could also reflect a fundamental difference in the RNA-RNA
signaling events that might happen during recognition of an intergenic sequence. Two
stem-loop structures in the leader region of the BCoV genome were identified by
computer prediction and enzymatic probing (Chang et al., 1 994; Chang et al., 1 996),
for example, and these structures were shown to play an important role in leader
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switching during BCo V DI RNA replication. According to the model that
discontinuous transcription occurs during minus-strand synthesis, a similar
RNA-RNA interaction would be crucial for the RdRp jump and such RNA-RNA
matches might happen during the BCo V-like group 2 viruses but not between
BCoV-like and MHV-like members. Two stem-loop structures are predicted to exist in
the 5 ' end of the BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43 , HECoV-4408, HEV-TN, and
ECoV-NC99 genomes whereas the predicted structures of the MHV 5 ' end are
different. Moreover, in BCoV-Mebus, HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, REV-TN, or
ECoV-NC99, the leader consensus sequence UCUAAAC is in the loop region of the
second stem-loop structure whereas in MHV-H2 it is located in the primary sequence
downstream of the second stem-loop structure.
The results regarding the recognition of an unusual intergenic sequence leading to
the synthesis of the truncated (i.e. half) leader are a little more complicated. The result
that HCoV-OC43, HEV-TN, and ECoV-NC99 can read HIS on wild type BCoV DI
RNA pDrepIS 12.7gD and synthesize half-leader sgmRNA transcripts raised the
question why BCoV-Mebus, HECoV-4408, and MHV-H2 cannot. For BCoV-Mebus
and HECoV-4408 the reason might be the results of abundant transcription from a
downstream IS . When each of the group 2 coronaviruses was used as helper �irus it
was observed that BCoV.:Mebus and HECoV-4408 read the noncanonical IS2 more
efficiently than the other group 2 coronaviruses leading to sgmRNAs predominantly
made from IS2. During RT-PCR, sgmRNA transcripts from IS2 were possibly
massively amplified leaving any possible transcripts from the HIS undetectable. On
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the other hand, because HCoV-OC43, REV-TN, and ECoV-NC99 can not read
noncanonical IS2 as efficiently as BCoV-Mebus and HECoV-4408 sgmRNA
transcripts from both noncanonical IS2 and HIS could possibly have been detected
more readily by the RT-PCR. When canonical IS 1 , noncanonical IS2, and IS3 were
mutated to have fewer identical bases with the genomic IS on pDrepIS 12.7gD,
sgmRNA transcripts only came from HIS as detected by both Northern analysis and
RT-PCR with the help ofBCoV-like group 2 coronaviruses. With this mutant,
MHV-H2, however, still made no sub genomic transcripts. These results, therefore, are
consistent with those of Ozdarendeli et al. (2001 ) in which it was.shown that reduction
of sequence similarity with the virus genome 5' end at the downstream IS caused a
dramatic switch to an upstream IS. The results, therefore, are consistent with a
mechanism of similarity-assisted RdRp strand switching during minus-strand
synthesis. A similarity-assisted recombination mechanism at the IS does not explain
all of the data , however, since sgmRNA transcripts stiil cannot be generated with
MHV-H2 helper virus even when the identity is increased (24 nts out of 24 nts, Fig
3 .7-B). This result, again, reinforces the notion that additional factors, perhaps, base
identity at more distant sites, or yet to be discovered protein-protein or protein-RNA
interactions, are also important.
Taken together, the results indicate that members of the group 2 coronaviruses
read transcription signals differently even though they share the same consensus
intergenic sequence UCUAAAC. The result that MHV cannot read either canonical or
noncanonical intergenic sequences properly reinforces the concept that the intergenic
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sequence is not the only determinant for sgmRNA synthesis. In terms of the intergenic
sequence (Table 3.2) and the transcription patterns shown here, group 2 coronaviruses
could be separated into two subgroups which is consistent with the conclusion from
our previous studies (Chapter III). The striking finding of a sgmRNA with only a 33-nt
leader possibly reveals a system that can be exploited to study not only in detail the
mechanism of leader synthesis but also possibly the function of the leader. These
studies will be described in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV: AN INTRALEADER RDRP JUMP PRODUCES A
3'-TRUNCATED LEADER ON CORONAVIRUS SUBGENOMIC
mRNA: EVIDENCE FOR BOTH POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE-STRAND ACCEPTOR MOLECULES

INTRODUCTION

Since prior to the classification of coronaviruses and toroviruses (family
coronaviridae), arteriviruses (family arterividae), and okaviruses (family roniviridae)
into the order Nidovirirales, a set of intriguing yet persisting questions has focused on
the socalled "leader'' sequence present on the genome and sgmRNAs of some
.

.

(coronaviruses and arteriviruses) but not all (toroviruses and okaviruses) nidoviruses
(Gill et al., 1994; Lai and Cavanagh, 1997; Snijder and Horzinek, 1993; Snijder and
Meulenberg, 1998). The nidovirus order was initially established on the basis of
nucleotide sequence similarities in the polymerase gene (gene 1 , which encodes
proteases, the Rd.Rp and accessory proteins, and proteins of unknown function)
(Cavanagh, 1997; Cavanagh et al., 1993). All viruses within the order generate a
3 '-coterminal nested set of sgmRNA species during virus replication and a proposed -1
translation :frameshifting event between ORFs 1 a and 1b in gene 1. The persisting
questions include: (i) What is the function of the leader? (ii) How does the leader
become fused to each sgmRNA molecule? (iii) What explains the much larger leader
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in arteriviruses (>200 nts) as compared to coronaviruses (65-98 nts) and the absence of
leaders on most torovirus and all okavirus subgenomic mRNAs? To date considerable
effort has been expended to answer the first of these questions with the use of DI RNA
systems for coronaviruses (Adami et al., 1 995; Chang and Brian, 1 996; Chang et al.,
1 994; Chang et al., 1 996; Raman et al., 2003 ; Williams et al., 1 999) and virus genome
systems (reverse genetics) for arteriviruses (Pasternak et al., 2000; Pasternak et al.,
200 1 ; Pasternak et al., 2003 ; van Marle et al., 1 999a; van Marle et al., 1 995a). It has
been generally concluded that the leader is joined by a discontinuous transcription step
and not by a splicing mechanism (Brian and Spaan, 1 997). Although initially the
discontinuous step was postulated to occur during plus-strand synthesis in the form of
leader priming of transcription (Barie et al., 1 987a; Barie et al., 1 987b; Barie et al.,
1 983; Barie et al., 1 985; Lai et al., 1 982), more recently a model in which the RdRp
jumps during minus-strand synthesis has gained favor (Chang et al., 1 996; Krishnan et
al., 1 996; Pasternak et al., 200 1 ; Sawicki and Sawicki, 1 990; Sawicki and Sawicki,
1 995 ; Sawicki and Sawicki, 1998; Sethna et al., 1 989; van Marle et al., 1 999a; van
Marle et al., 1 995a). Most recently, a new finding documented by the laboratory ofR.
deGroot has demonstrated that while the Berne torovirus virus possesses no leader
sequence on subgenomic mRNAs 3-5 as previously postulated, it surprisingly does
posses a leader of 1 8 nts in length on mRNA 2 (van Vliet et al., 2002). This discovery
may shed light on the questions posed above.
Here we describe a set of experiments in the bovine coronavirus DI RNA
system in which we have observed an unpredicted synthesis of sgmNRAs possessing
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only the 5 '-terminal 33 nts of the 65 nt leader. Synthesis of a half leader (33 nts)
appears to be the result of a sequence similarity-induced RdRp jump occurring during
minus-strand synthesis to an internal region of the 65-nt leader. The RdRp jump in our
finding was the fortuitous consequence of a 22-nt region of high sequence similarity
formed at a restriction endonuclease fusion site in the DI RNA construct that did not
contain the canonical UCUAAAC sequence. Mutagenesis of the 22-nt region and
flanking sequence established that the RdRp crossover site could not be moved further
upstream than nt 33 from the 5' end of the genome, but could be moved downstream to
nt 97, and not beyond. Curiously, by using the complement of the 22-nt region, the
RdRp was induced to jump and to continue synthesis on the viral genomic minus
strand. The structure of the resulting molecule was consistent with the RdRp jump
during negative-strand synthesis. Furthermore, the landing onto negative-strand RNA
could not be induced farther downstream than nt 35 or farther upstream than nt 121
from the 3' end of the minus strand. These results are, to our knowledge, the first to
document that nidovirus discontinuous transcription can involve jump sites within the
leader sequence. They, furthermore, support the idea that the discontinuous
transcription step resembles sequence similarity-assisted recombination. The precise
positional limits for engineering the RdRp jumps onto either strand suggests there are
structural features important in directing the RdRp jump. We postulate these features
are cis-acting elements for RNA synthesis that possibly bind trans-acting factors, some
of which have been partially characterized.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Viruses. A DI RNA-free stock of the Mebus strain of BcoV at 4.5 X
1 08 PFU/ml was prepared and used as a helper virus (Chang et al., 1 994). The human
adenocarcinoma (human rectal tumor) cell line HRT- 1 8 was used in all experiments
(Tompkins et al., 1 974; Lapps et al., 1987).

Oligonucleotides. The _oligonucleotides used in this study are described in
Table 4. 1 .

.. Plasmid constructs. Construction of pDrepIS 1 2. 7gD has been described
(Ozdarendeli et al., 200 1 ). To construct M 1 9, overlap mutagenesis was done with
oligonucleotides Eco9(-), M 1 9(+), and pDrep1S 1 2.7gD DNAs in the first reaction,
oligonucleotides M 1 9(-), 5 'gD(+), and pDrep1S 12 .7gD DNAs in the second reaction,
and oligonucleotides Eco9(-), 5 'gD(+), and the product of the fist two reactions in a
third reaction to make a 498 nt product that was cloned into the TOPO XL vector
(lnvitrogen). From this, a fragment of 415 nts from within the 498-nt insert was
obtained by digestion with Spe I and Kpn I and cloned into SpeI and KpnI-linearized
pDrep1S 1 2.7gD. The mutants described in Figs. 4.2 and 4.5 were constructed
identically to M 1 9 except that the template used for the first reaction was M 1 9 plasmid
DNAs and that the oligonucleotides used in the first and second reactions were as
described in Table 4. 1 .
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Table 4.1 Oligonucleotides used in this study.
Oligonucleotide•

RAAP(-t

\0
v-.

-�_9_7(+)
5 'gD (+)
GPD4(+)
Hpa l (+)
Ial 096(+)
leader(-)
M l 1 (-)
M 14(-)
--�1 �2
M l 6(-)
M 1 7(-)
M l 8(-)
M l 9(-)

M21 (-)
M22H
M23(-)
M24(-)
M25(-)
M26(-)
_¥.27(-)
M28(-)
M29(-)
M30(-)
_M_3 1 (-)
M32(-)
M33(-)
M34(-)
M35(-)
M36(-)

Polarity'
+

-

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

Sequence (5'->3')
GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACGGGGGGGGGG
CCACTATGAAAAATCTACGCCC
GAGAGAGGCATCCGCCAAGGCATATTTG
CGATTCGGGTCGGCCATCTT
GGCTGAAAGCTGTTAACAGCAGAAATG
CGCACAACGTGCCATGCCAC
OAGCGATTTGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGC
GGTGTTGAATGAGACACTGATCTCTTGTTAGATCTTGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTIGAATGAGATAAACTITGCATGGATCCGGC
GGTGTIGAATGAGATITGTMTCTAAACTTTATAAAGTICTATAGGTATTGAC
GGTGTIGAATGAGAGATIGTGAGCGACCTAGGCCGAGTICTATAGGTATIGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGATTTATAAAAACATCCACTAAATGTTCTATAGGTAITGAC
GAGTGCATGGA.TCCGCGAGTICTATAGG
CACGGTTITAGTAGGTTTGCATATTATAATTTACCATCTGGAATATTCTTTAAGC
GGTGITGAATGAGATAAACGGACGATGGATCCGGCTG
GAGTGCATGGATCCGGCAGTICTATAGG
GAGTGCATGGATCCGGGAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTIGAATGAGAGATTGTGAGCGATITGGGTGCGGTICTATAGGTATIGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGACTATGCTTGTGGGCGTAGATTTGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGACAGCCAGGGACGTGTIGTATCCGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAGTGATGGTGGATIGCCGCCGACGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTIGAATGAGATAAACGGAGCATGGATCCGGCTG
GGTGTIGAATGAGATAAACGGACCATGGATCCGGCTG
GGTGTIGAATGAGAATIATGATAAATATTTIGGAGTGTICTATAGG
GGTGTIGAATGAGACTTTATIACCTGGCGCAGACAGGTICTATAGG
CATAATGAAGGTGATIGTGAGCGATTTGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGCTGTICTATAGG
CATAATGAAGGTGATIGTGAGCGATITGCGTGCGTGCATCGGCGAGTICTATAGG
GGTGTIGAATGAGAAAAAACATCCACTCCCTGTATIGTTCTATAGGTAITGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGACATCCACTCCCTGTATICTATGGTTCTATAGGTATIGAC
CATAATGAAGGTGATIGTGAGCGATTTGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGCAGTICTATAGG

Nt Binding Region
3' poly(C) on cDNA
nts 107-128 in BCoV genome11
nts 1854-1 885 in pDrep1S 12.7gD
nts 1 865-1 893 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 140-166 in in BCoV genomed
nts 1096- 1 2 1 5 in BCoV genome0
nts 7-32 in pDrep1S1 2.7gD
nts 1641-1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1693 in pDrep1S 12.7gE__
nts 1 641-1693 in pDrep1S12.7gD
nts 1641-1693 in pDrep1S 1 2.7gD
nts 1 659-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 721-1776 in pDrep1S 12.7gD
nts 1641-1 677 in pDrepIS l 2.7gD
nts 1659-1686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1 659-1 686 in pDrep1S 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1693in pDrep1S 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1641-1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 677 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 677 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS12.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDreplS 12.7�D
nts 1 632-1 686 in pDreplS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 632-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 693 in pDrep1S 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1693 in pDrep1S 12.7gD
nts 1 632-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD

Table 4. 1 Cont.
Oligonucleotidea
M37(-)
M40(-)

M4 1 (-)

M42 M43 -)
M47(-)
M48(-)

M 5 1 (-)

M52(-)
M55(-)
M56(M57(-)
M58(-)
M59(-)
M60(-)
M61(-)
M62(-)
M631-)
M641-)
M651-)
M661-)
M67{-)

\0
0\

a.
b.
c.
d.

Polarity>
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Sequence (5'->3 ')

CATAATGAAGGTGATTGTGAGCGATITGCGTGCGTGCATCCCGGAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGATITATAAAGTITAGATTATAAAGTTCTATAGGTATTGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAAACATCCACTCCCTGTATTCTGTTCTATAGGTATTGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAACATCCACTCCCTGTATTCTAGTTCTATAGGTATTGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAACATCCACTCCCTGTATTCTAGTTCTATAGGTATTGAC
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAGGGAGTGGATGTTTITATAAAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAATACAGGGAGTGGATGTTTITGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGCCTGAGAAAGATCTAACAAGAGATCAGTGGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAATAGAATAGAGGGAGTGGATGTGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAACAAGCATAGAATACAGGGAGTGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGACGCCCACAAGCATAGAATACAGGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGCATAGGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAATGAAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGACCACTATGAAAAATCTACGCCCGTTCTATAGG

GGTGTTGAATGAGAAGACACCACTATGAAAAATCTAGTTCTATAGG

GGTGTTGAATGAGAGGATACAACACGTCCCTGGCTGGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGCATAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGCATGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAAGATCTAACAAGAGATCAGTGAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAGATCTAACAAGAGATCAGTGAAGTTCTATAGG
GGTGTTGAATGAGAGAAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGCAGTTCTATAGG

GGTGTTGAATGAGATGAAAAATCTACGCCCACAAGCGTTCTATAGG

Nt Binding Region
nts 1 632-1 686 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1693 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641 -1 693 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1 693 in pDrepIS 12. 7 gD
nts 1 64 1 -1 693 in pDreplS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS12.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDrepIS12.7gD
nts 1 64 1 -1 686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1 641 -1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641 -1686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641 -1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 64 1 -1 686 in pDreplS 12.7gD
nts 1 641 -1 686 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1686 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS 1 2.7gD
nts 1 641 -1 686 in pDrepIS12.7gD
nts 1 64 1 -1 686 in pDrepIS12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 641-1 686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD
nts 1 64 1 -1686 in pDrepIS 12.7gD

The positive and negative symbols in the oligonucleotide names indicate the polarity of the nucleic acid to which the oligonucleotide anneals.
Polarity of the oligonucleotide as defined by a positive-strand viral genome.
Supplied with the RACE kit (Invitrogen).
From BCoV-Mebus genome sequence as determined by K. Nixon and D. Brian (GenBank a�cession number U00735).

Northern assay for replication of DI RNA and sgmRNA transcript synthesis.
The Northern assay for detecting reporter-containing DI RNA and sgmRNA was
performed essentially as described (Chang et al., 1 994; Chang and Brian, 1 996;
Krishman et al., 1 996; Ozdarendeli et al., 2001). Briefly, cells at 80% confluency
(~1Xl06 cells/dish) in 35 mm diameter dishes were infected with the indicated helper
virus at a multiplicity of approximately 10 PFU per cell and transfected with 600 ng of
pDrep 1 transcript in Lipofectin (Invitrogen) at 1 hpi. For passage of progeny virus,
supernatant fluids were harvested at 48 hpi and 500 ul was used to directly infect
freshly confluent cells in a 35-mm dish. RNA extracted with Trizol (yielding
approximately 1 0 ug per plate) was stored at -20° C as an ethanol precipitate. For
Northern analysis, precisely one-fourth of the total RNA preparation (approximately
2.5 ug per lane) was used for electrophoresis in a formaldehyde-agarose gel.
Approximately 1 ng of transcript was loaded per lane when used as a size marker. RNA
was transferred from the gel to Nytran membrane by vacuum blotting and blots were
probed with oligonucleotide 5'GpD4(+) (for pDrep12.7gD) 5'-end labeled with 32P to
specific activities of 1 .5 X 105 to 3.5 X 105 cpm/pmol (Cerenkov counts). Probed blots
were read with a Packard Instantlmager Autoradiography System for quantitation and
exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film for 6 h to 48 h at -80°C for imaging. Images were
recorded by digital scanning of films.

Sequence analyses To determine the 5 '-proximal sequences of progeny
sgmRNAs resulting from transfection with M1 1, Ml 5, M l 7, M25, M26, M27, M30,
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M3 1 , M34, M35, M4 1 , M42, and M43, oligonucleotide 5 ' gD(+) (for pDrepIS 1 2.7gD)
was used for first-strand cDNAs synthesis. cDNAs were amplified by PCR using
olidonucleotide leader(-) and 5' gD(+). The PCR products were cloned into the TOPO
XL vector and the resulting plasmids were sequenced by automated sequencing using
M l 3 universal oligonucleotides Reverse(-) and Forward(+) as sequencing primers. To
determine the 5 ' terminal regions of the sgmRNAs resulting from transfection with
M14, M 1 6, M1 8, M1 9, M2 1 , M22, M23, M24, M28, M29, M32, M33, M36 and M37,
the procedure of RACE was used as recommended by the manufacturer of the RACE
kit (Invitrogen). For this, first-strand cDNA was made with oligonucleotide 5' gD(+)
and the product was C-tailed and amplified by PCR with oligonu_cleotides 5 'gD(+) and
5RAAP(-), the bridge anchor primer supplied with the kit. The PCR products were
cloned and sequenced as described above. The intergenic sequences used for
.

.

sgmRNA synthesis in each case were deduced from comparisons of the 5' -terminal
genomic sequence with sequences of the sub genomic RNA.
To determine the sequences of the chimeric (i.e. partially positive and partially
negative strand) molecules resulting from transfection with M40, M47, M48, M5 1 ,
M52, M5 5, M56, M57, M58, M59, M60, M6 1 , M62, M63, M64, M65, M66, and M67,
oligonucleotide Ia1 096(+) was used for first-strand cDNAs synthesis. cDNAs were
amplified by PCR using olidonucleotide L1 07(+) and 5' gD(+) and the products were
cloned into TOPO XL vector and sequenced as described above. Crossover sits were
deduced from sequence comparisons of the transcripts with the antigenome.
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RESULTS

Identification of an RdRp jump site yielding a subgenomic mRNA with a partial
leader. Our previous studies (Chapter III) have shown that a sgrnRNA with a
half-length leader sequence can be synthesized from the half-leader IS (HIS) on BCoV
DI RNA pDrepIS 12.7gD or its variant M1 9 (Fig 4. 1 -A) with the use ofBCoV-Mebus,
HCoV-OC43, HECoV-4408, REV-TN, or ECoV as a helper virus. The jump appears
to be a transfer of the RdRp from the positive-strand DI RNA donor template onto the
positive-strand genome of the helpervirus during minus-strand synthesis. Here we
approach the question of what mechanism directs the RdRp jump during synthesis of
the sgrnRNA with a truncated leader sequence. The HIS on the pDrep 1 2. 7gD is leader
fusion site fortuitously formed by the ligation of two fragments, BCoV DI RNA
pDrepI and the 1 2.7 IS insert (Fig 4. 1-B), at the Nsi I site when BCoV DI RNA
pDrepIS 12.7gD was constructed (Ozarendeli et al., 2001). When the half-leader IS
region was aligned with the BCoV genomic leader sequence a 22-nt region within
which 1 7 nts were identical between the two sequences (mapping between genome
leader nts 12 and 33) became apparent (Fig 4. 1 -B). This high degree of identity
between the genomic leader sequence and the BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS1 2.7gD led to
the notion that similarity-assisted RdRp strand transfer might be responsible for the
synthesis of sgrnRNAs with a halfleader. To test whether the 1 7-nt region of identity
within the 22-nt window was sufficient for the Rd.Rp jump at this site, a series of the
mutants was made to decrease the identity from either the 5 '
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Fig. 4.1 RdRp crossover regions that produce less than a full
length (65-nt) leader on subgenomic mRNAs. A. Schematic
diagram showing the four identified RdRp crossover (intergenic)
sites (underlined) within the 199-nt mRNA 5 intergenic sequence
containing region. In this DI RNA construct, the partial body of
mRNA 5 contains the HSV-gD epitope coding region as a reporter.
HIS, half-leader-generating intergenic sequence; IS 1, IS2,and IS3
heptameric sites within which the RdRp has been found to jump
under natural circumstances. Of those, IS2 is the most frequently
used (80% of the time). B. Experimental results for M19 which
generates a leader of33 nt, note the Nsi I ligation site used to
generate pDrepIS 12. 7 gD and the RdRp crossover site for
generating a 33 (half)-leader on sginRNA. A Northern analysis
showing replication of the DI RNA and synthesis of sginRNA with
pDrepIS12.7gD M19. A sequencing reaction shows the leader
fusion site. C. Experimental results for Ml 1 which generates a
leader of56 nts. A Northern analysis and an sequencing result are
shown. Note that the RdRp could crossover anywhere within the
22-nt indentity region to yield a leader of56 nts.
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end of the window (M14, M21, M28, and M29) or the 3' end of the window (M18,
M22, and M23) (Fig. 4.2-A). When the identity was diminished from the 5' end, none
of the resulting mutants induced the RdRp jump. That is, even with 16 nts of identity
within the 22-nt window (M23) there was no induction of a jump. In contrast, with
construct M14 in which identity was decreased from the 3' end of the window, RdRp
was induced to jump even with a window of only 12 nts of identity. The minimal
sequence of identity required to induce an RdRp jump, therefore, is 12 nts within the
22-nt window when the upstream limit of the window is nt 33 in the virus genome
(data not shown). These results indicate that similarity-assisted RdRp strand transfer
is one of the important factors responsible for the synthesis of sgmRNAs with a half
leader.

The 22-nt sequence identity can be positioned to induce RdRp jumps between nts
33 and 97 on the virus genome, but not outside this window. To test whether the 22-nt
region of identity could be moved to induce an RdRp jump further downstream than nt
33 on the genome, a 22-nt stretch of identity representing leader nts 35-56 was placed
into pDrepIS12.7gD to construct Mll (Fig 4.1-C). At one hour after infection with
BCoV-Mebus, HRT-18 cells were transfected with M11 and total RNA from cells was
extracted at 1, 24, and 48h post-transfection, and at 24h after infection with passage 1
virus (VP1) for measurement of sgmRNAaccumulation. Accumulation was measured
by Northern analysis using a probe specific for the gD reporter region within
pDrepIS 1 2 .7gD. The accumulation of sgmRNA transcripts can be observed at 24h
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and 48h postransfection (hpt) and in cells at 24h postinfection with passage 1 virus
(Fig 4.1-C). By cloning and sequencing the gD-containing sgmRNAs it was learned
that sgmRNAs with a leader of 56 nt were obtained (Fig. 4.1-C). These results
demonstrated that sgmRNA transcripts with a truncated leader of 56 nts can be
synthesized from a 22-nt region ofcomplete identity. That is, the RdRp jump from a
positive-strand BCoV DI RNA donor onto a positive-strand genomic leader receptor
can be directed by a 22"."nt sequence identity.
To test whether the RdRp jump site on onto the BCoV genome can be moved yet
further downstream or even outside the region of the genomic leader sequence,
constructs Ml 5, Ml 7, M25, M26, M27, M34, M35, M41, M42, and M43 which move
the region of identity in discrete positions downstream as far as nt 403 on the virus
genome were made and tested (Figs 4.2-A and B). From these experiments, sgmRNAs
with fusion sites at genome positions 78, 92, and 97resulting from Ml 5, Ml 7, and
M34, respectively, could be detected but no fusion sites further downstream were
observed (Fig 4.2). These results indicate that the downstream limit is at nt 97. Note
that the relative amounts of sgmRNA transcripts synthesized by the different mutants
also vary suggesting that the position of sequence identity on the 5' terminus of the
genome is also crucial factor in the induction ofsgmRNA synthesis.
To test whether the intraleader RdRp jump site can be moved upstream toward the
5 ' end of the BCoV genome, mutants M24, M32, M33, M36, and M37 and were made
and tested (Figs 4.2-A and B). Interestingly, even though more than 22 nts on the
BCoV DI RNA were made identical to the 5' terminus of the genomic sequence in
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Fig. 4.2 Mapping the window of the RdRp jump onto the
positive-strand acceptor molecule (BCoV genome) by moving the
22-nt identity region within the positive-strand DI RNA donor
molecule (pDrepIS 12.7gD). A. BCoV genomic sequence and
RdRp crossover regions. The window of 65 nts near the 5' end of
the BCoV genome is identified. The regions of perfect sequence
identity between the DI RNA mutant and BCoV genome are
illustrated with a bar along the genome sequence of identity. A
thin bar indicates no RdRp crossover occurred (i.e., no sginRNA
was generated) whereas a thick bar indicates an RdRp crossover
occurred. B. Selected examples of RDRp crossover regions with
accompanying Northern analysis dat_a and sequencing results.
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M32, M33, M36, and M37, only the identity region containing nt 33 in construct M32
could direct the RdRp to jump and synthesize a 33-nt leader containing sgmRNA
transcript. These results indicate that nt 33 is a critical point for directing the RdRp
jump and establish this base as the upstream limit for the RdRp jump.
Taken together, these data establish that the region on the BCo V genome within
which the RdRp can be induced to jump by a stretch of22-nt sequence identity is
delimited upstream by nt 33 and downstream by nt 97. Thus, there is a window of 66
nts within which a 22-nt sequence of identity can induce an RdRp jump from one
positive-strand template (the BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS12.7gD) to another
positive-strand template (the BCoV genome).

By using the complement of the 22-nt sequence of identity, the RdRp can be
induced to jump from the positive-strand DI RNA template to the negative-strand of
the virus genome to yield a chimeric transcript that could only have resulted from a
jump during minus-strand synthesis. A still unsolved issue among coronavirologists is
whether the RdRp jumps during positive or negative strand synthesis to cause leader
fusion. In the experiments descibed above we have presumed the RdRp jump occurs
during minus strand synthesis. However, it became apparent to us that perhaps the
system described here could be used to directly test the model ofan RdRp jump during
minus-strand synthesis. To accomplish this, the complement of the 22-nt sequence
used to make mutant 15 (Ml 5), that is, the mutant that induced an RdRp jump at nt 78,
was placed into the DI RNA construct pDrepIS12.7gD to make M40 (Fig 4.3-A). The
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Fig. 4.3 · Evidence of an Rd.Rp jump from the positive-strand DI
RNA donor RNA molecule (pDrepIS 12.7gD) to the viral negative
strand acceptor (antigenome). A. The RdRp jump occurring when
the complement of the 22-nt identity region for M15 is placed into
pDrepIS 12.7gD to form M40 and the structure of the resulting
transcript. The oligonucleotides used for RT-PCR priming within
the negative strand copy of the virus genomic 5' UTR, (i.e., the 3'
end of the antigenome [5' UTR PCR primer: Ll07(+)]) and within
the gD reporter sequence (reporter PCR primer 5 'gD[ +]) are shown.
B. Agarose gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR products used to
analyze the M40-induced Rd.Rp jump. Lanes 1 and 10, DNA
ladder marker; lane 2, test RT-PCR as d.escribed in part A with
cytoplasmic RNA extracted at 24 h postinfection with tjrus passage
1 (VPl) from BCoV-infected, M40 RNA-transfected cells; lane 3,
RT-PCR control with uninfected cell RNA ; lane 4, RT-PCR control
with BCoV-infected cell RNA extracted at 24 h postinfection; lane
5, RT-PCR control with uninfected cell RNA and mixed with M40
transcript RNA ; lane 6, RT-PCR control with BCoV-infected cell
RNA extracted at 24h postinfection and mixed with M40 transcript
RNA ; lane 7, PCR control with M 40 plasmid DNA ; lane 8, PCR
control with negative-strand cDNA made from RNA extracted from
BCoV-infected cells and mixed. with M40 plasmid DNA ; lane 9,
· PCR control of (+)- and (-)-strand cDNA made from BCoV
infected cell RNA and mixed with M40 plasmid DNA . For the
PCR control experiments (lanes 7-9), 5 µ1 of cDNA and/or 50 ng of
plasmid DNA were used under the same reaction conditions as
described in lane 1 . C. DNA sequence of cDNA cloned product
from lane 1 .
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22-nt sequence in M40 was, therefore, identical to nts 57-78 from the 3 ' end of the
virus antigenome. The product predicted to result from this RdRp jump would be a
chimeric molecule consisting of most of the negative-strand DI RNA pDrepIS 12.7gD
and most of the positive-strand of the viral genome and would be consequently be
larger than the viral genome, i.e., larger than 32 kb. Following transfection into
BCoV-infected HRT-cells, Northern analysis failed to detect a molecule larger than
genome size either by using positive- or negative-strand detecting probes suggesting
the product was not present or was not present in amounts that could be detected by
this method (data not shown). By RT-PCR analysis, however, using primers that were
specific for the reporter sequence in the DI RNA (5 ' gD (+)) and for gene l a (Leader
1 07(+)) in the genome, a product of the predicted size (298 nts) was found (Fig. 4.3-B).
Seven different control experiments (described in the legend of Fig. 4.4-B) yielded no
RT-PCR product indicating the 298-nt product is not an RT-PCR artifact but rather the
result of an RdRp jump from the positive-strand DI RNA donor template to the
antigenome acceptor template. The fusion site, furthermore, determined by
sequencing the RT-PCR product was at the region predicted by the 22-nt region of
identity (Fig 4.3-C). These results indicate that by creating 22-nt regions of identity on
the negative strand an RdRp jump can be induced onto the negative-strand antigenome
from the positive-strand DI RNA template giving rise to a chimeric transcript that is
partially positive strand and partially negative strand. The RdRp jump, therefore, had
to have happened during minus-strand synthesis.
· To test the model ofleader-primed transcription with the same construct, primers

1 10

were designed to identify a possible 1 746 RT-PCR product that could possibly arise if
the RdRp jump were to happen during positive-strand synthesis through the use of a
molecule such as a free leader. The product predicted to result from M 40 (Fig. 4.4-A)
in such a model would also be a chimeric molecule, but would consist of a
positive-strand leader (from viral genome) and a negative-strand DI RNA with a size
of 1 . 746 nts (Fig 4.4-A). By RT-PCR, however, no product of this size was found (Fig
4.4-B, lane 2). The results suggest that there is no RdRp jump during positive-strand
RNA synthesis regardless of whether or not a free leader is used.

A miminal sequence of 22 nts can be positioned to induce RdRp jumps onto the
antigenome between nt 35 and 123 from the 3' end of the antigenome. By employing
the complement of the 22-nt sequence in M40, the RdRp can be induced to jump from
.

.

the positive-strand DI RNA template to the negative-strand (the antigenome). Here we
ask how far upstream and how far downstream on the antigenome this RdRp jump can
be induced. To answer this, a series of mutants M40, M47, M48, M5 1 M52, M55,
M56, M57, M58, M59, M60, M6 1 , M62, M63, M64, M65, M66, and M67 were
constructed and tested using the same method as descibed for M40. The summary of
the structure of these mutants and of the results are illustrated in Fig 4.5. By using a
22-nt region of identity, RdRp jumps were shown to occur between nts 1 23 and 35
from the 3 ' end of the genomic minus strand (Fig 4.5-A). The window was determined
by the sequencing resulting products from M40, M47, M5 1 , M52, M56, M5 8, M59,
M63, M64, and M67 (data not shown). Therefore, there is a window of 87 nts in which
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Fig. 4.4 Lack of evidence for an RdRp jump during positive
strand synthesis in BCoV-infected cells transfected with M40.
A. alignment of the leader-associated intergenic sequence
(UCUAAAC) with the M40 22-nt region of complementary
(underlined). Note that the predicted product would be
identifiable by RT-PCR with leader primers (i.e., leader [-] ) at
both ends of the product. B. Agarose gel electrophoresis of ·
RT-PCR products used to analyze the M40-induced RdRp
jump. Lane 1, DNA ladder marker; lane 2, test RT-PCR as
described in part A with cytoplasmic RNA extracted at 24 h
postinfection of virus passage 1 (VPl) from BCoV-infected,
M40 RNA-transfected cells; lane 3, Positive RT-PCR control:
cDNA was made from the RNA as described in lane 2, but
oligonucleotides Hpa I (+) and leader(-) were used for PCR
reaction. The product of 170 nts is shown which demonstrates
that the leader (-) oligonucleotide can function as a primer; lane
4, RT-PCR control with RNA from uninfected cells; lane 5,
RT-PCR control with RNA extracted from BCoV-infected cells
at 24 h postinfection; lane 6, RT-PCR control with M40 T7
RNA polymerase-generated transcripts. Note there is no
products in lane 2 indicating there was no RdRp jump during
plus-strand synthesis to yield a predicted 1, 746-nt product.
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Fig. 4.5 Mapping the crossover window on the negative
strand acceptor molecule (BCoV antigenome) by moving
the 22-nt identity region within the positive-strand DI
RNA donor molecule (pDrepIS12.7gD). A. BCoV
antigenome sequemce and RdRp crossover regions. The
window near the 3 ' end of the antigenome is shown. The
regions of perfect identity between the DI RNA (identified
by the mutant name of pDrepIS12.7gD, M64, M65, etc.)
are illustrated with a bar along the genome sequence of
identity. A thin bar indicates no RdRp jump crossover (i.e.
no sgtnRNA was generat�) whereas a thick bar indicates
an RdRp jump crossover occurred. B. RT-PCR analysis
of selected pDrepIS12.7gD mutants illustrating the limit of
the crossover window.
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the RdRp can be induced to jump from the positive-strand (BCoV DI RNA
pDrepIS 12.7gD) template onto another negative-strand antigenome.

A minimal 22-nt sequence in the DI RNA cannot direct an RdRp jump to a
subgenomic mRNA template. Coronavirus transcription ultimately yields a 3'
coterminal nested set of sgmRNAs that are also 5 ' coterminal with the virus genome.
The common 5 ' -terminal sequence called the leader makes up only a portion of the
entire 5 ' untranslated regions (UTRs) in the genome and sgmRNA species (Lai and
Cavanagh, 1 997). This suggests that within the 5' end of the genome and antigenome
there exist features which can direct the RdRp jump. Since sgmRNAs possess leader
sequences and a 5 ' UTR region in principal they could serve as acceptor molecules for
an RdRp jump during minus-strand synthesis by the virtue of the canonical intergenic
sequence found there. In an attempt to experimentally induce an RdRp jump onto
sgmRNA, a 22-nt stretch of sequence in BCoV DI RNA pDrepIS 1 2.7gD was designed
to be identical to nts 7 1 -92 (M30) or nts 165- 1 86 (M3 1 ) from the 5' end of mRNA 5-1
(Fig 4.6). No evidence of an RdRp jump onto sgmRNA 5-1 was apparent by Northern
analysis (Fig 4.6) or by RT-PCR (data not shown) suggesting that the 5 ' terminus of
sgmRNAs do not function as a high frequency target for an RdRp jump from the DI
RNA donor.
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Fig. 4.6 Northern analysis showing that .subgenomic mRNA 5-1 does
not serve as acceptor template for the RdRp jump when presented
identity regions of 22 nts with DI RNA donor (pDrep1S12.7gD). A.
Map showing regions ofmRNA 5-1 identity with pDrep1S12.7gD
mutants M30 and M31 . B. Northern analysis showing replication of
DI RNA mutants M30 (lanes 1-4) and M3l (lanes 5-8) and apparent
lack of sginRNA synthesis from these mutants. SginRNA synthesis
from M15 (lanes 9-12) is shown for comparison.
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DISCUSSION
Discovery of an intraleader transcription start site in a coronavirus has presented
an opportunity to further examine the mechanism of the high :frequency coronavirus
RdRp jump .used by coronaviruses to place a common leader onto each sgmRNA
transcript. The following features were identified in this study: (i) The UCUAAAC
canonical IS was not required for the jump, but rather a sequence of identity with the
virus genome over a 22-nt region in length is sufficient. In this way, the RdRp
crossover to the acceptor strand resembled other examples of coronavirus
high-frequency, non-UCUAAAC dependent crossover that include leader switching
on DI RNAs and sgmRNA synthesis from noncanonical transcription start sites. (ii)
The RdRp crossover sites resulting from jumps from the positive-strand donor (DI
RNA) to a positive-strand acceptor (the virus genome) mapped to a window of 66 nts
between nts 33 and 97 at the 5' end of the virus genome. Thus, in this sense, we could
not mimic a crossover event that would give a totally leaderless sgmRNA. The
downstream limit at nt 97, close to that (nt 92) observed in an earlier study of leader
switching in BCoV DI RNA (Chang et al., 1 996). (iii) The RdRp crossover sites
resulting from the positive-strand donor (DI RNA) to a negative-strand acceptor (the
virus antigenome) mapped to a window of 87 nts between nts 35 and 1 23 at the 3 ' end
of the virus antigenome. Thus, the RdRp jump could only have happened during
minus-strand synthesis (Fig. 4. 7).
How might the limits of crossover sights be determined? We have learned that
both heretofore unidentified cellular and viral proteins bind to the positive strand form
118

Fig. 4. 7 Summary of the observed RdRp pathways as it jumps
onto a positive-strand acceptor (A) or a negative-strand acceptor
(B) molecule. A. �tern-loops I, II and III near the 5' end of the
positive-strand RNA genome of BCoV have been described and
shown to be important for BCoV DI RNA replication (Chang et
al., 1996; Raman et al., 2003). Shown in red is the region within
which the RdRp, shown as a gray ball, can be induced to jump
from the positive-strand DI RNA donor onto the virus genome
acceptor by a 22-nt identity region. B. The predicted stem-loops
I, IT, and III in the negative-strand antigenome. The region within
which the RdRp can be induced to jump from the positive-strand
DI RNA onto the virus antigenome acceptor by a 22-nt identity
region is shown in red. Note that in both cases, A and B, the jump
takes place during minus-strand synthesis.
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of stem-loop III and that unidentified cellular proteins bind to the negative-strand
form of stem-loop III. Might these be factors inducing the RdRp jump? With MHV it
has been shown that N binds the UCUAAAC region of the leader with high (K.0= 1 5
nm) affinity (Nelson and Stahlman, 1 993 ; Nelson et al., 2000; Welter et al., 1 990), and
that PTB also binds within this region, but with unknown affinity (Choi et al., 2002;
Huang and Lai, 1 999; Huang and Lai, 200 1 ; Li et al., 1 999). Likewise, the hnRNPAl
protein has been found to bind the GUUUAGA motif in the negative strand form of
SL-III and it has been speculated that these proteins may be involved in the RdRp
jump (Zhang et al., 1 998). If so, they must behave at dramatically different positions,
that is, at a position some distance downstream in the case of the half leader and at the
site of the jump in the case of the wt leader. Inasmuch as these elements are not present
at some noncanonical sites ofRdRp crossover these proteins cannot be necessary
factors with regard to the stem-loop II region where the canonical UCUAAAC
sequence occurs. Stem-loop III, however, is always present in molecules which appear
to donate the leader sequence (by serving as the template for minus-strand leader) (that
is, sgmRNAs cannot demonstrably contribute as a leader donor). Thus, stem-loop III
in the positive strand, or both (since coronavirus RFs are double stranded in nature)
and thus stem-loop III may function in the double stranded form.
How can the processes generating the coronavirus leader and half-leader and the
tororvirus 1 8-nt leader and no leader be reconciled on those two otherwise
closely-related viruses (van Vliet et al., 2002)? Have the two processes arisen as the
result of a major evolutionary jump in machinery and mechanism? Or might it
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represent a rather minor leap of mechanism that is manifested in rather dramatically
different ways? Perhaps, for example, leader acquisition is a rather minor event that
mimics RdRp chattering that adds a poly A tail. RdRp chattering has been postulated
to be the mechanism by which the coronavirus poly (A) tail is synthesized from an
oligo (12-20 nt) oligo U (Hofinann et al., 1993). RdRp chattering for the addition of a
poly (A) tail has also been postulated for the negative strand rhabdoviruses and
paramyxoviruses. A chattering (or a repetitive) polymerization in which the RdRp
physically moves forward and backward could explain the addition of variable
numbers ofUCUAA sequence element repeats during plus-strand RNA synthesis in
some MHV strains (Makino and Lai, 1989). It is tempting to postulate that when
coming to a UCUAAAC-attenuating sequence during minus-strand synthesis that the
Rd.Rp is induced to chatter using a new UCUAAAC as its template. Perhaps this
sequence is put into position by base pairing. If a leader sequence should yield some
selective advantage for initiation of nascent plus-strand synthesis from
sgmRNA-length negative strands, then these may have been retained.
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CHAPTER V. FUTURE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Nearly twenty years have passed since the first report in which a mechanisn for
coronavirus subgenomic mRNA synthesis was proposed (Spaan et al., 1 983 ; Lai et al.,
1984). Even now, despite extensive research done in this field many fundamental
aspects of the mechanism remain to be established. The advent of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) and the discovery of a coronavirus as a cause, from a
contemporary medical point of view, have made it more urgent undersatnd the
mechanism of both replication and transcription in coronaviruses. It is highly
probable that the development of effective drugs and vaccines may depend on this
knowledge.
In this dissertation some of novel features of coronavirus replication and
transcription have been revealed, but new questions have also been raised as a result of
the work. Some of the unresolved questions for future research that are apparent at this
time are descibed here.
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WHAT FACTORS DETERMINE THE SYNTHESIS OF NIDOVIRUS
SUBGENOMIC mRNA WITH NO LEADER SEQUENCE?

In this dissertation we have identified for the first time an experimental system in
which coronavirus sgmRNAs with differing lengths of leader sequences can be made.
Interestingly, in toroviruses (a separate genus in coronaviridae family), subgenomic
mRNAs 3, 4, and 5 lack a leader sequence. Torovirus subgenomic mRNA 2, on the
other hand, does contain a leader identical to the 5 '-terminal 1 8 nt of the genome (van
Vliet et al., 2002). Alignment of the 5 ' end of each of the sgmRNAs with the 5 ' end of
the genome in torovirus reveals that the sequence identity is 13, 1 4, and 12 nts out of
1 5 nts and 25 nts out of33 nts for sgmRNAs 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This indicates
the number of sequence identity might be one of the factors determining whether the
sgmRNAs can acquire genomic leader sequence or not. But how are sgmRNAs with
no leader generated? How can the two transcription mechanisms be reconciled? In
arterivirus, the stability of the duplex between sense and antisense TRSs (transcription
regulating sequences, TRSs) can influence the efficiency ofRdRp jump and affect the
rate of sgmRNA synthesis (Pasternak et al., 2003) but no sgmRNAs with other than a
full-length leader have been discovered in arteriviruses. Therefore, further
experimentation with pDrepIS 12.7gD in the BCoV system might reveal a way to
synthesize sgmRNAs with no leader at all and in this way enable a reconcilation
between toroviruses and the other Nidoviruses in the mechanism of sgmRNA
synthesis.
1 24

WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CORONAVIRUS LEADER
SEQUENCE ON SUBGENOMIC mRNA IN TRANSLATION?

Synthesis of subgenomic mRNA (sgmRNA) is a common strategy employed by
many plus-strand RNA viruses for expression of downstream open reading frames
(ORFs). In coronaviruses, a 3 ' coterminal nested set of of sgmRNAs is produced
during infection. These sgmRNAs also contain a common leader sequence derived
from the 5 ' end of the genome. In general, translation occurs most abundantly from
the 5 ' -most ORF on each sgmRNA. In toroviruses, however, translation can occur
from some of the sgmRNAs without any leader sequence (mRNAs 3, 4, and 5
In this dissertation (Chpter IV), it has been decribed that sgmRNAs with various
lengths of leader sequences can be identified from BCoV DI RNA. syntem. The system
.

should enable an experimental examination of the importace of sgmRNA leader
sequence as well as of the 3 ' UTR in coronavirus translation is in terms of the
function. ). It should be noted in this·context that in dengue virus, the 3' UTR, but not
5 ' UTR was indicated to be reqiured for translation (De Nova-Ocampo et al., 2002).
Perhaps the question of what is the selective pressure for maintaining a leader can also
be experimentally approached. Is the pressure with transcription, translation or both?
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WHAT PROTEINS ARE INVOLVED IN THE RdRp JUMP DURING
MINUS-STRAND SYNTHESIS?

In earlier studies on MHV, Zhang- and Lai (1995a) demonstrated the binding of
three cellular proteins to the minus strand at intergenic sequence sites, and proposed
this binding functioned in a leader-priming process for coronavirus transcription. The
reason they used the minus-strand for protein binding assay is that according to
leader-priming model positive strand free leader binds intergenic sequence on minus
strand genomic RNA and they envisioned a protein bringing the two RNA molecules
together. In this dissertation (Chpter IV), however, it was demonstrated that the Rd.Rp
jump can only occur during minus-strand synthesis. Thus, it will be important to test
whether cellular factors as well as viral factors are involved in the RdRp jump event
during minus-strand mRNA synthesis by using plus-strand RNA.

HOW DO THE COMPLETE GENOME SEQUENCES AMONG THE
GROUP 2 CORONAVIRUSES COMPARE?

In this dissertation (Chapters II and III), it was shown that group 2 coronaviruses
could be subdivided into those that are BCoV-like (BCoV, HCoV-OC43, HECV-4408,
HEV-67N, EcoV-NC99) and those that are MHV-like (MHV-JHM, MHV-A59,
MHV-2, and SDAV) based on nt sequence similarities. This conclusion is consistent
with differences observed in the enzymatic properties of the HE proteins (Water et al.,
126

2002). The suggestion that the SARS coronavirus is group 2-like (Snijder et al., 2003)
suggests that there may be an extended group 2 gene pool. To what extent the group 2
coronaviruses diverge and yet share common replication or transcription signals
would be important in evaluating the potential for recombination among its members.
Complete group 2 coronavirus sequence information would provide critical
information for the identification of newly emerging and a head start on preparing
vaccines and other reagents to protect against them.
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